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APPROACHING THE SEASON OF CHANGE 

Stronger, Sadder, and Richer 
When US Secretary of State Madeleine Albright made her personal pilgrimage to Prague last July to 
"encounter her Jewish past" for the very first time, as it were, she was visibly moved. After visiting 
various Jewish landmarks and synagogues, she was quoted (The New York Times, JTA, et al) as 
remarking: "To the many values and many facets that make up who I am, I now add the knowledge that 
my grandparents and members of my family perished in the worst catastrophe in human history. So I 
leave here tonight with the certainty that this new part of my identity adds something stronger, sadder 
and richer to my life." 

One can understand how those three descriptive words - "stronger, sadder and richer" - have a special 
poignancy in her unique situation. In her unusual circumstances, they have an extraordinary impact. 
Nonetheless one could use the same words regarding anyone who experiences some type of inner growth. 
He or she will also feel stronger in a spiritual sense; surely richer in understanding of his or her role in 
life, or in appreciation for the bounty with which G-d has endowed us, or in some other newly-gained 
Insight; and sadder than before for those who he or she has left behind, and are not similarly 
strengthened and enriched. In this way, each of us, can become stronger, sadder, and richer every day of 
our lives. Especially during these days of self-evaluation and teshuva. 

How much more so a Jew who has been alienated from Torah and has now discovered his or her sacred 
heritage! How much richer and stronger they feel for their newly-realized gains! And how much sadder 
for those who have not joined them in their spiritual ascent! 

The articles that follow portray the depths of feelings realized by those who are daily becoming stronger, 
sadder, and richer. Perhaps we can be zocheh, and merit joining them in our personal growth. 

Rabbi Fyvel Shuster 

The Big Black Wolf 
Teshu'Va in the Nineties 

The Nightmare of Secular Israel 

I
n 1982, Amnon Danker, a writer for 
Haaretz, described the wave of 
teshuva that changed his world. 

Suddenly I look around and I say 
-Whafs going on? I'm alone. One goes, 
another one. You search for someone 
and the chevra say, "He went there:' 

- -

Rabbi Shuster is currently menahel of Machon 
Lev - Jerusalem College of Technology Beit 
Midrash Program for Overseas Students. His "Acts 
of the Unfaithful" was featured in JO Jan. '94. 
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and shrug their shoulders .... You ask 
a friend to go someplace on Shabbos 
and he starts to evade you, it's incon
venient, he's busy ... until you force it 
out of him. For three weeks he's been 
going to Rechovot for Shabbat to a Rav 
who lectures about Judaism. You 
watch how he changes from day to day. 

It's shocking. One day with a kipa, 
after a week, he eats only kosher, in 
another week he appears with "arba 

kanfot;, kisses mezzuzot. You sit down 
to have a coffee with him and before 
he drinks he says " Shehakol Nihyeh 
bidvaro:,You look at him, listen to him 
speak, and ask, "Is it really him?" 

Then he disappears and you hear 
that he is in Ohr Same'ach All of them 
were from the "cream" of the medina, 
Askenazim who graduated Tichon, 
officers in combat units .... " 

--- ------ -
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THE WAVE OF THE NINETIES 

Danker is describing the wave of 
teshuva in the eighties that 
brought tens of thousands clos

er to avodas Hashe1n. In the nineties, 
something else is happening. A recent 
survey by Machon Dachaf, a respected 
demographics research firm, found that 
in the past six years, over half a million 
Israelis reported a significant return to 
Torah. Over two hundred thousand of 
them reported that this change took 
place during the last three years. 

The findings shocked the Israeli 
media: What is happening? When did 
it happen? Where are all of these 
"chozrim b'teshuva"? Not in Ohr 
Same' ach, not in Bnei Brak. V\There are 
they hiding? 

Dov Elbaum, a writer for Yediot 
Acharonot, decided to search for this 
"transparent return;' a wave of tesh u
va larger than any in recent history, yet, 
to the uninitiated, virtually invisible. 

His investigation takes him to a 
trendy Ramal Gan neighborhood, 
where an old friend, a former nightclub 
owner, now a chozer biteshuva explains 
to him that the whole neighborhood is 
getting closer to Torah. He feels no urge 
to move to Yerushalayim or Bnei Brak. 
He simply wants to keep growing in his 
old neighborhood together with his 
friends and neighbors. 

He visits a cafe next to Tel-Aviv's infa
mous Cameri Theater. The owner, Ezra 
Brautman, a recent chozer biteshuva, 
also owns a nearby laundromat that pro
vides a library of sifrei kodesh (sacred lit
erature). Brautman explains that the 
baal teshuva of the nineties doesn't move 
to Bnei Brak and put on a shtreimel and 
kapota. He doesn't separate from his 
friends. He invites them over to get them 
rolling in the same direction. Brautman, 
once a]one in his process, now sits in his 
cafe, surrounded by others like himself 
who come to discuss Torah. 

The phenomenon discovered by 
Elbaum of Yediot Acharonot can be felt 
by anyone in Israel with an ear to the 
ground. With or without a kipa, thou
sands of Israelis are talking about the 
next step in Torah and mitzvos. Elbaum 
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meets Rabbi Yuval Ashrov, who teach
es chozrim biteshuva. "There are many 
who have come closer to Torah and are 
afraid to put on a kipa. You see some
one who looks like a total chiloni, but 
he is keeping Shabbos meticulously. You 
see a man wearing an earring) but he's 
putting on tefillin and davening three 
times a day." You can hear Shem 
Shamayim on the lips of your taxi dri
ver, the grocery store owner, the elec
trician, as they tell you that they are mit
chazek, n1itkarev-moving closer. 

Ill 

The phenomenon 

discovered by 

Elbaum of Yediot 
Acharonot can be felt 

by anyone in Israel with 

an ear to the ground. 

With or without a kipa, 
thousands of Israelis are 

talking about the next 

step in Torah and 

mitzvos. 

Ill 

I recently heard of a chozer biteshu
va who retains his job as a tennis 
instructor. 

Elbaum follows the posters announc
ing an" Atzeret Hitorerut" with popular 
Rabbanim in Yad Eliyahu, Tel Aviv's cen
tral soccer stadium. He is shocked to find 
it packed with ten thousand people, 
more than the Maccabi Tel Aviv team is 
usually able to attract. He notices two 
young men who place their kipotin their 
pockets as they leave the drashot. He fol
lows them to a nearby restaurant where 
they explain to him that they are indeed 
shon1rei mitzvot, but that at the moment 
they wear kipot only in shul. 

THE "NIGHTMARE" OF SECULAR 
ISRAELIS 

A
t this point, Elbaum tells Yediot 
readers, he realizes that has 
found the "big black wolf' He 

is referring to an article in the journal 
Shadmot by Barry Zimmerman, a sec
ular writer from Kibbutz Givat Chaim. 
In 1986, he (very perceptively) predict
ed the following: 

Somewhere in the soul of the 
nation, the big black wolf is sleeping. 
As the generation of the Holocaust 
passes on, this wolf will howl, first in 
its sleep but then in a state of awak
ening that will grow ever stronger .... 
Whoever is not prepared for this 
howl will have his ears deafened by it. 
This cry, the final one, will be rabbinic 
Judaism with all of its symbols, lead
ers, and ways of life. 
Elbaum adds his peirush to the 

image of the big, black wolf, explaining 
how it accurately represents the current, 
"transparent" wave of teshuva. 

A wolf - because it is threatening, 
yet cannot be heard as it gets close. 

Black - because it can't be seen in 
the darkness. 

Big- because of its dimensions and 
the fact that it is spreading without any
one stopping it. 

In other words, the teshuva of the 
nineties is much more frightening 
because it cannot be isolated and 
attacked. It is not limited to a particu
lar neighborhood or yeshiva. Those 
involved are not disappearing but stay
ing and influencing others. The demo
graphics of the Machon Dachaf survey 
imply vast changes in Israeli society that 
may have only just begun. 

WHO'S AFRAID OF THE WOLF? 

T he growing wave of teshuva, as 
described by the survey, frightens 
Israel's secular "elite." The polit

ical implications were already felt in last 
year)s elections where religious parties 
grew unexpectedly. There was a hidden 
groundswell of support even among 
people not easily identified as datiim. 

One reaction to the fear is denial. 
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The Israeli media refuses to call the phe
nomenon chazara biteshuva but 
"hachzara biteshuva." This subtle change 
implies that Jews are not "returning" but 
are being "caused to return" by outside 
forces that can be attacked and defeat
ed. Their greatest fear is that the process 
of teshuva does not stem from "brain
washing" but from Zimmerman's 
"wolf;' something "sleeping in the soul 
of the nation." 

In a post-election article entitled 
"Return of the Tribes" (Jerusalem Post, 
June 7, 1996), secular politicians and 
sociologists expressed their fear that the 
Zionist goal of "integrating the exiles 
into one society has failed." Sociologist 
Oz Almog explains the development of 
the phenomenon and attempts to reas
sure secular Israel: 
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The seeming rise of the religious 
camp in the elections was an optical 
illusion. What Israel was in fact wit
nessing, he says, was a reaction to the 
loss of religion that was Zionist 
nationalism. The erosion of Zionist 
values and symbols, says Almog, has 
brought Israel into a twilight era 
where the old national ethos has been 
eroded and the new one that will 
replace it is still taking shape. 

When you are suddenly without 
religion, you are filled with fear and 
anger, and you retreat into yourself. 
There is a regression, a feeling that 
things are going too fast. We see this 
in Eastern Europe, too, where they are 
voting socialist governments back 
into power. 

The emergence of strong religious 
and ethnic parliamentary blocs is a 
mere blip that has no bearing on 
Israel's inexorable march, as a modern 
society, towards secularism. Technol
ogy is more important than ideology. 
The global village is upon us, and 
Israel, more than most societies, is des
tined to become an enthusiastic play
er in that technological world. Israel 
is a new, flexible society, which adjusts 
quickly to change and new techno
logical toys. Just look at the use of cel
lular telephones here .... The Internet 
will be used widely. Even the lower 
class speaks English not badly(!). 

THE WOLF WITH A CELLULAR PHONE 

W
hile Almog's theory that the 
bankruptcy of secular Zion
ism provides the setting for 

the wave of teshuva is accurate, his hope 
that teshuva is a simple regression that 
will be "cured" by technology couldn't 
be further off target. 

As Elbaum discovers, one of the 
major catalysts for the current wave of 
teshuva are the "Arutzim" - growing 
networks of religious radio stations 
broadcasting shiurim and Jewish 
music, providing the opportunity for 
listeners to call in and speak with rab
banim and fellow chozrim, and publi
cizing gatherings and special Shabba
tonim for their listeners. Twenty four 
hours a day, you can hear listeners call
ing into these stations for advice on 
halacha, dealing with the hostility of 
friends or family, or offering to help 
with chessed campaigns. It is now com
mon to enter a taxi to find the bare
headed driver listening to a fiery 
"shmuess" and enjoying it. The stations 
sponsor successful campaigns for lis
teners to get rid of their televisions, sign 
up their children for religious schools, 
or gather petitions to move soccer 
games from Shabbos to Friday. On one 
sleepless night, I turned on the radio 
at three in the morning and heard a 
caller promising to go to shul the next 
day, put on tefillin, and start to turn his 
life around. 

Technology has enabled institutions 
to set up "pirate stations" with FM trans
mitters in private apartments, and cel
lular phones to receive calls. The trans
missions allow a secular Israeli, sitting in 
his living room in a secular neighbor
hood, to "taste Torah" with the flip of a 
switch. The internet is also used by Torah 
institutions and has been modified by the 
Torah community to match its lifestyle 
(using servers such as Torahnet). 

NOT AN ILLUSION 

A
lmog's bravado in discounting 
the wave of teshuva as a tempo
rary sociological phenomenon 

does not convince more perceptive sec-

ular thinkers, who realize that they are 
dealing with something far more 
ancient, deep, and powerful. Let's return 
to Danker's narrative in Haaretz. 

You enter the Beis Midrash of Ohr 
Same'ach and you see the "chevra" 
shockeling like demons, waving their 
hands as they explain the pesukim and 
sugyos out loud... and when they 
crack open a sugya their faces light up 
with true happiness. This is spiritual 
simcha, not the simcha of a new car or 
of Maccabi Tel Aviv winning the 
European Soccer Cup. When was the 
last time you felt excitement like that? 
happiness like that? ... 

The real shock came when I went 
to Rami's wedding in Ohr Same'ach. 
Since high school, I never saw so many 
friends. Under their strange clothes 
and beards, I discover faces I hadn't 
seen for so long. All the "chevra" I used 
to sit with in the clubs, who had dis
appeared, were happy and dancing. I 
felt dizzy .... One of them took me to 
two rabbis standing there ... they smiled 
at me and said, "Nu, come along, look 
around you, learn a bit, see what it is, 
we will accept you with ahava." Their 
eyes are warm and glowing. I'm telling 
you, there's something to them, these 
rabbanim. I tell them, "Yes, Yes, maybe 
in a year, meanwhile I'm busy" - and 
I run. 

All the way back to Tel Aviv, I start 
to think: "Why not try?" On one hand 
I'm afraid, because I see that it's not 
like yoga or scientology where you 
spend six months and finish it. This 
is for years, maybe for all my life. On 
the other hand, I saw my former 
friends, dancing in pools oflight. Hap
piness is not just a word. Why not try 
it? Happiness is not something small. 

When I get home, I find Naava wait
ing in my doorway, depressed. Naava 
is the girlfreind of Natan, one of my 
good friends, one of the last ones left .... 
She starts to cry. She tells me that Natan 
has already been to the Rav in 
Rechovot, and to Ohr Same'ach. He's 
wearing a black kip a and trying to teach 
her Parshat Hashavua. I call his par
ents-his mother answers with a voice 
from the grave. What will be with him? 
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He won't eat anything at home, it's not 
kosher, we're losing him .... What could 
I tell her? 

Now Natan is gone and I am left 
alone, I remember a poem of Bialik 
that we learned in high school: "The 
wind has carried them all, the light has 
taken them all and I was left alone." 
Back then, it was the opposite; they all 
flew from the yeshiva during the 
Haskala, and now, the tables have 
turned. University, business, Zion
ism, army- apparently, none of it is 
enough. 

They're going back to their roots. 
Look, everything I told you about the 
(Yorn Kippur) war, about mysticism, 
about each one's personal circum
stances (as motivations for teshuva) 
could be right. But sometimes I feel 
that it's more than all of that, maybe 
something in our genes. We're all Jews, 
aren't we? Maybe this whole story, the 
Haskala, Zionism was just an inter
mediate stage so we could establish a 
state. And now that it's over and 
those generations have done their 
part in history, we're going back to who 
we really are, to who we should be .... 
What Amnon Danker found in him-

self is the true "wolf;' the neshama, the 
"chelek Eloka mimaaf' that senses the 
Bas Kol still emanating from Sinai. Not 
a wolf, but a lion ... the roar of the Shechi
na in Galus. The "Retzoneinu laasos ret
zoncha - It is our will to fulfill Your 
will" that will always be part of the Jew
ish soul. 

OUR CHALLENGE 

The proportions of the current 
wave have taken even the kiruv 
organizations by surprise. Dov 

Elbaum reports in Yediot that he tried 
to discuss the phenomenon with these 
organizations, but was met with silence, 
"the silence of so1neone who has won 
the lottery jackpot and doesn't even 
want to let his relatives know:' Only one 
sentence from Rabbi Eliezer Sorotzkin 
of the Lev L' achim organization: "I 
myself can't believe what's happening 
now. Even I have not managed to tally 
the numbers of chozrim at this time." 
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You can hear Shem 
Shamayim on the 

lips of your taxi driver, 

the grocery store 
owner, the electrician, 

as they tell you that 

they are mitchazek, 
mitkarev. 

Despite Almog's bravado in mini
mizing the seriousness of the "teshuva 
phenomenon," anti-religious groups 
such as Meretz are certainly not ignor
ing it. The frantic attacks on observant 
Jews in the media, and the campaign to 
help the Reform and Conservative 
movements gain a foothold in Israel are 
increasing in proportion to the reports 
of chazara biteshuva. 

Meretz has been driven into such a 
frenzy that they have sent demonstra
tors to protest outside the shiuriln of 
popular speakers such as Rebbetzin Leah 
Kook, accusing them of returning Jews 
to the Dark Ages. Several months back 
witnessed a venomous poster ca1n
paign and demonstration entitled "Stop 
the Chareidim." 

Gedolei Yisroel have called for us to 
help organizations like Lev I.:Achim. Last 
May's JO featured Adam Winston's 
article about the need for special schools 
to educate the children of these chozrim. 
On a 1nore personal level, "\Ve 1nust eli1n
inate the mental pigeonholes of "dati" 
and" chi/oni." Each personal interaction 
presents us with fertile ground for a kid
dush Hashem that can bear fruit in ways 
previously unimagined. The Hashgacha 
has provided us with an unprecedent
ed opportunity to change the face of 
Israeli society. It is a challenge we can
not ignore. 11111 
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APPROACHING THE SEASON OF CHANGE: STRONGER, SADDER, AND RICHER Rabbi Yehuda Silver 

Reversing The Statistics, 
One Jew at a Time 

l.KIRUV: EVERYONE'S RESPONSIBILITY 

K
iruv has come of age. What 
began, some twenty five to thir
ty years ago, as the dream of a 

few great visionaries has become a full
blown movement. Much has been writ
ten about our responsibility to reach out 
to our non-observant, unaffiliated, fel
low Jews and ignite the latent spark of 
Yiddishkeit which is concealed in their 
hearts. Almost every large Jewish com
munity has a kiruv program that pro
vides the opportunity for those so far 
from Torah to taste of its wisdom and 
experience its beauty. Many smaller 
communities have dedicated men and 
women, who have left the centers of Yid
dishkeit, to help educate and inspire the 
Jewish population. Books abound that 
describe the odyssey of the baalei teshu
va and the difficulties they face in inte
grating into frum society. An abundance 
of material has been published describ
ing the various approaches to kiruv and 
how they should be implemented. 

This, of course, is wonderful. Yet, 
somehow there is a feeling that we are 
losing the battle. The statistics of inter
marriage and assimilation are terrify
ing. For every Jew who becomes a baal 
teshuva, there are hundreds who want 
nothing to do with anything Jewish. Are 
we fighting a losing battle? Is it worth 
the effort? Should we continue? The 
answer is, of course, we must contin
ue, and of course we have to make an 
attempt to reach as many Jews as is 
humanly possible because that is what 
the Ribbono Shel Olam expects of us. 
The chiyuv of arvus - our account
ability for one another - makes us 

-- ·- _______ ,, ___ - - - - --· 

Rabbi Silver is the director of Adult Education 
for Torah Umesorah, the national association of 
Hebrew Day Schools of America. 
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responsible to do whatever we can to 
enhance the ruchnius of our fellow Jew; 
and if we do not take steps to stem this 
tide of apathy and assimilation, we will 
all be held accountable. 

The Gemora (Shabbos 55) tells us 
that the only time Hakadosh Baruch 
Hu intended to employ a midda tova 
(positive attribute) and the outcome 
was I era' a (unfavorable) was during 
the churba-the destruction of the 
First Temple. The Ribbono Shel Olam 
wanted to mark the tzaddikim (right
eous men) with ink and the resha'im 
(evil people) with blood, so the tzad
dikim would not perish. The middas 
hadin (attribute of justice) asked, 
What is the difference between the two 
groups? Hakadosh Baruch Hu 
answered, One group should be saved 
because they are complete tzaddikim, 
while the others are complete resha'im. 
However, the middas hadin was not 
satisfied, and said that the tzaddikim 
gemurim had the ability to influence 
the resha'im, and they didn't. To 
which Hakadosh Baruch Hu said, I 
know that had tzaddikim attempted to 
sway the resha'im, those resha'im 
would not have listened. The middas 
hadin then said, You may have known, 
but the tzaddikim had no way of know
ing and they should have tried. 
The Gemora refers to the righteous as 

tzaddikim gemurim, perfect tzaddikim, 
and yet they were held accountable 
because they did not try to reach out even 
to complete resha'im. How much more 
do we have an obligation to reach out to 
the Jews of our generation who are far 
from resha'im; they simply do not know. 

There seems to be a mindset within 
the community of shomrei Torah 
u'mitzvos that the responsibility to 
reach out to our Jewish neighbors and 
acquaintances who are not yet frum is 

in the hands of the kiruv professional. 
Only if one is trained and has years of 
experience can he approach someone 
who does not believe in the values and 
truths we hold so dear. There is a sense 
that the so-called layman has no role to 
play in kiruv rechokim. This is a great 
tragedy. We will never be able to make 
a dent in the statistics of assimilation if 
we leave it to the professionals. There are 
just too many people who need to be 
reached and too few people in the field. 

Organized, Mobilized, But Not Sufficiently 

N
ever before in the course of our 
long and dark galus has the Jew
ish community been so well 

organized. We have mobilized support 
from every sector of the Torah com
munity for all kinds chessed activities. 
Groups have been established to 
strengthen shmiras hamitzvos in every 
conceivable way. The entire sefer 
Tehillim is said daily for those who are 
ill and in need. Somehow we all realize 
that participating in these causes is the 
right thing to do. The same must be true 
for kiruv. We need every committed Jew 
to make the effort to help bring Klal Yis
roe l back to its former glory. 

As Rabbi Yehoshua Fishman, the 
Executive Vice President of Torah Ume
sorah, put it so pithily: "Every Jew anoth
er Jew." Every one of us has this oblig
ation. It doesn't take special training to 
say hello and smile. It doesn't take spe
cial training to show genuine interest in 
another Jewish soul. The Kiddush 
Hashem is enormous and the results will 
be staggering. The key to success is siy
ata diShmaya - Divine assistance -
and there can be no greater recipient of 
siyata diShmaya that one who serious
ly attempts to bring a Jewish soul back 
to Torah. 
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II. SARI'S REMARKABLE JOURNEYS 

L
et me share a personal story. My 
wife was sitting in a restaurant in 
Yerushalayim together with our 

married children and grandchildren. A 
very sweet and courteous waitress 
approached their table and took their 
order. In the course of the meal, the 
waitress asked if she could be of further 
service, and my wife, who is not a kiruv 
professional, started to speak to her. 
During the conversation, the waitress 
mentioned that she hoped to be taking 
a vacation in our (then} ho1ne town in 
England, at which point my wife invit
ed her to visit us, and offered to help her 
in any way she could while she would 
be in our city. 

About a month later, this girl, 
whom I will call Sari, paid us a visit. 
Sari, who had no connection whatso
ever to anything remotely associated 
with Judaism or its observance, told us 
that as she was intending to go to the 
university in the fall, and that she want
ed to improve her English. She want
ed to know if we knew a family who 
was interested in someone to help with 

the children in exchange for room and 
board. We invited her to stay with us 
and the miracle began. 

The only conditions we made were 
that she dress with tzenius (modesty) 
and that she would not openly be 
mechallel Shabbos. She accepted these 
conditions, and Sari was now part of our 
family. She was so far removed from our 
way oflife that when my wife asked her 
if she would be willing to say Tehil/im 
for a sick friend, she said that while she 
would be happy to say Tehi//im, she did
n't think it would do any good as she 
doesn't believe in Hashem. 

During the three months Sari spent 
in our home, we tried to answer her 
questions, which came fast and furious. 
We really thought we had made some 
headway when on Chol Hamo'ed 
Pesach, after the experience of two very 
uplifting sedarim, she announced that 
she was going on a trip to Scotland with 
non-Jewish friends. Of course, we were 
devastated, but my wife went with her 
to the shop to buy kosher-for-Pesach 
food for the trip. We sent her off with 
a heavy heart. 

A few days later she returned elated: 

BEGINNING ITS FIFTH YEAR ... 

the trip was a flop, the communal food 
was awful, she was the only one who had 
decent food to share with the others. 
Somehow the difference in the atmos
phere in our home and what she expe
rienced on the trip was the turning 
point. No one knows the exact key that 
will open the door to a Jewish neshama, 
but when it opens, it opens wide. Sari 
wanted to learn. 

Like Thousands of Others 
-And Then Some 

F
rom this point onward, Sari's story 
is like many thousands of others. 
She went to a three-day seminar 

from which she came away convinced of 
the truth and relevance of Torah, and 
then was ready to return to Bretz YisroeL 
She started to attend university and 
majored in education, but she immedi
ately saw that secular education did not 
even attempt to transmit values to the 
students; in fact, it was considered wrong 
to impose the values of the teacher on the 
student. Sari knew that she wanted a life 
of Torah, and she enrolled in a seminary 
for baalei teshuva. 

THE PRACTICAL RABBINIC$ TRAINING PROGRAM 
sponsored by: 

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF YOUNG ISRAEL, YOUNG ISRAEL COUNCIL OF RABBIS & TOURO COLLEGE 

The Practical Rabbinics Training Program provides participants with specific training and reference materials, establishes 
a support & resource network of experienced and successful pulpit Rabbis, provides an opportunity For direct observation 
and hands-on experience, and renders job placement services through the National Council of Young Israel's Division of 
Rabbinic Placement. Session topics include: 

JEWISH LIFE CYCLE, CouNSELING, THE JEWISH WEDDING, YouTH PROGRAMMING, AVEILus/DEATH & DYING, 

DRASHA/SERMON, SYNAGOGUE PROGRAMMING, THE FIELD OF RABBANUS, KASHRUS, CONTEMPORARY JEWISH ISSUES, 

CONVERSION/ADOPTION, SYNAGOGUE MANAGEMENT, PASTOAAI. CARE, PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

Those who successfully complete the course of study are awarded a Post·Graduate Certificate 
in Advanced Rabbinics and Synagogue Management from Touro College. 

APPLICATION DEADLINE: OCTOBER 10, 1997; New SEMESTER BEGINS NOVEMBER 6, 1997. 

foR INFORMATION ANO AN APPLICATION, PLEASE CALL: NATIONAL COUNCIL OF YOUNG ISRAEL AT 212·929· 1S2S, EXT. 11S. 
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The Mercaz is offering 
New Ad\7ancement Opportunities 

for WOMEN 
• Principalship 

(Classesfonningln Brooklyn, Queens and Monsey} 
··Ea~ly Childhood Workshops 
~ D~li~'EffectiyelyWi~hthe special child 
• cg~yer~atio~alHebrew[Utpan 

·./ ... ,y.y . .:·Voice.trnerapv<t·>!i• 
' ,. '\",·>;>·";f:'.i:.-")>/ ' -,,;:>:·.>:::-.:":"-<·--< /~-}~;'- :_;; 

• 
No one knows the 

exact key that will 

open the door to a 

Jewish neshama, but 

when it opens, it opens 

wide. Sari wanted to 

learn. 

• 
This Jewish neshama, however, went 

one step further. She enrolled in Bais 
Yaakov with students many years her 
junior, and absorbed as much Torah as 
she possibly could. 

Sari graduated from Bais Yaakov, and 
today, she is married to a young man 
who learns full time in kollel in Yerusha· 
layim. She has a beautiful daughter, and 
her life is full of purpose and meaning. 

All this came about because my wife 
took the time to say hello and start a 
conversation with a Jewish girl. !mag· 
ine if the Torah community would 
undertake to reach out in this way. 

Imagine the impact of 600,000 Jews, 
each committed to bring one Jew back 
to Torah. There are so many programs 
that we can recommend, so many tapes 
we can give, so many Shabbosos we can 
share. The professionals can't do the job 
alone. We all have to do our part. If we 
recognize that it is really our responsi
bility, we'll get the job done. Every Jew 
another Jew! • 

1537 50th Street, 
Brooklyn, NY 11219 

(718) 854-2911 

--- ------ --- ------ -----
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The right choice 

:~~: 
%? 

lt: 
fk 
!!? For the quality care \ J"·"''6•' 
;~ your family deserves aif} · 
·~. respectful understanding 
!l of your halachic needs, 
'; Boro Park Primary Care 

Center is the right 
choice for you. 

\ 
*i' 

or you. 
The Phyllis and Lee Coffey Boro Park Primary Care 
Center is a full-service facility honoring the traditions 
of the frum community. 

When it comes to your family's health care, you want a 
comprehensive health facility that respects your cherished 
traditions. That's why The Phyllis and Lee Coffey Boro Park 
Primary Care Center is an exceptional choice. Our caring 
physicians specialize in internal medicine and pediatrics, 
and are thoroughly educated in the customs and practices 
of your faith. 

Primary Care 24-Hour Urgent Care 
Callfor an appointment today! No appointment necessary. 

Treatment tor burns, 
cuts, sprains, colds 
and flu 

X-rays and lab testing 
on site 

Convenient for Boro Park and Flatbush 
Special arrangements for Shabbos and Yorn Tov 

};i~iCall 24 hours: (718) 437-5000 
;§?f~"; 
j~~t 1002 49th Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11219 

are Center··~~ (Directly opposite Maimonides Medical Center) 
Of Brookl1ri:::~~~!~nc., a joint venture of MJGC Corp., a participating agency of 

Jewish H_~~-:"5tem, and Maimonides Medical Center. 



T
he Torah tells us 
that Shmiras Haloshon 
(proper speech) is a 

limitless source of blessing for 
ourselves, an essential element 
in our prayers being accepted, 
and the most effective way to 
merit Hashem 's mercy. 

Success at Shmiras 
Haloshon, the Chofetz Chaim 
said, even creates success for all 
interpersonal mitzvos . 

Learning the laws of 
Shmiras Haloshon everyday, in 
small portions, was the method 
that the Chofetz Chaim 
recommended for every Jew to 
observe this crucial mitzvah. 

Now there are 5 simple 
ways to follow the Chafetz 
Chaim's recommendation. Each 
Shmiras Haloshon Yomi 
program takes only a few 
minutes a day. Yet each carries 
the promise of all the blessings 
we earn by using our power of 
speech to bring kindness and 
compassion into our world. 

The Daily 
10 Minute 
LearningProgram 

FOR GROWING IN 
THE MITZVOHS OF 

Y''l'.lllJ D1N 1''.l 
(Interpersonal Mitzvahs) 

It Reallv Works! 
"I find that 1'm much more 
aware of the types of conversa
tion I get involved in. 
It's amazing how just a few 
minutes of learning spill 
over into the entire day." 
-R. Gopin, Toronto, Canada 

Excellent! 
"The halacha in this sefer gives 
me the information I need. 
The hashkafa adds the right 
touch of motivation." 
-Tuvia Schottenstein, 
Columbus, Ohio 

It's so Easy! 
"Because it's only ten minutes a 
day, I find it very easy to fit into 
my day. Imagine accomplishing 
so much with such a small 
effort. "-Shevy Tessler, 
Brooklyn, NY 

Bring the crucial mitzvohs of Ahavas Yisrael and Shmiras Haloshon to thousands of Jews! 

Dedits:;i ~e~~Rn our new Spong ~rt~ge for one Spons9o~ 1eRRhiurim on BecoSl a\~o~tz Chaim Becom::i ~~~of Chafetz BetoP a~o1a~supporter. 
pocket size edition of Chafetz day and make Shmiras our new Chazak Inspiration Patron and receive our Chaim Heritage Fdn Receive Receive this year's Tisha B'A 

Chaim: A lesson A Day Haloshon accessible to thou- phone system for a day. ,,new thr~e-tap; serieS:, the 1997 Tisha B'A.v tape, tape, with R?bbi P. Krohn 
sands. Sholom 1s G-D s Name . and a tape on simcha. and Rabbi Y. Frand. 

Call (800)867-2482 today to sponsor one of our programs for a Yartzheit, Refuah Shlaimah or as a z'chus for your family. 
The Chofetz Chaim Heritage Foundation 6 Melnick Dr. Monsey, NY 10952 (914)352-3505, (800)867-2482 www.chofetzchaim.com 



APPROACHING THE SEASON OF CHANGE: STRONGER, SADDER, AND RICHER Rabbi Aryeh Rodin 

Lenny and the Chassid \. , \ / / 
r- // 

A true tale of a tall, tanned Texan's trip ' -.h ~. 
to Torah Judaism ~ --

I
was sitting in my shul office won-
dering how our congregation would ·~ 
be able to pay off a $42,000 bank /1 when I got 

note that was coming due when the 
phone rang. "My name is Lenny;' a voice home, I went to 
with a deep Texas twang said. "I would 
like to speak to the rabbi." the kosher bakery where I 

When I answered that I was the rabbi, b b d d h 
he responded, "Good, I would like to uy rye rea , an t e 
make an appointment with you." owner told me that the 

I was so preoccupied with develop-
ing a fund raising plan that I told him Chassid I saw at the Wall 
that I had a very busy schedule. How
ever, I asked him why he wanted to see 
me, and he answered, "Rabbi, I want to 
give your synagogue some money." 

"Well, Lenny," I said to him in my 
most professional manner, "I think I can 
squeeze you in. Can you meet me in a 
half hour?" 

"That will be fine, rabbi." 
That short conversation was the 

beginning of a relationship that 
changed my life. Half an hour later, a 
tall tanned Texan walked into the shul, 
and I gave him the deluxe 5 minute VIP 
tour of our facility (a house converted 
into a shul). I explained to him our dif
ferent classes and progran1s geared to 
show our fellow Jews the beauty of our 
heritage. He see1ned very impressed and 
told me he wanted to make a $2,000 
donation to the shul. 

I told him we would be happy to 
accept his generous gift, but asked why 
he wanted to give such a large amount 
to a synagogue he had first seen less than 
an hour earlier. 

"Well, rabbi," he said with a smile, "I 
just returned from a tour of Israel. In 
Jerusalen1, 1 was an1azed by the inten
sity of a man dressed in a long black 
frock, sporting ringlets of hair by his 
Rabbi Rodin, a 11111sn1ach of Yeshivas Chafetz 
Chain1 of Fore.st I-fills, NY, is Rav of Congrcg<l
tion ()hcv Shalo1n in Dallas, Texas. 
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would feel at home praying 
at Rabbi Rodin's 

synagogue - so I came 

here to honor my pledge." 

• 
ears, whom I saw praying by the Wall. 
I was so moved by the depth of fervor 
he displayed as he swayed back and forth 
that I wanted to do something for him. 
However, I folt funny going over and giv
ing him money. Instead l decided that 
when I return to Dallas I would find a 
temple where this man would be likely 
to pray, and make a contribution in his 
merit. When I got home, I went to the 
kosher bakery where I buy rye bread, 
and the owner told me that the Chas
sid I saw at the Wall would feel at home 
praying at Rabbi Rodin's synagogue -
so r came here to honor my pledge." 

That meeting was the beginning of 
a relationship that mushroomed 
into a true and lasting friendship. 

Lenny learned about Talmud and kugel, 
and I learned about helping the home
less and feeding the hungry. Lenny 
attended my downtown lunch class on 
Pirkei Avos and was fascinated by the 

-that Hashem expects of 
us. Lenny would frequently visit our 
home, and my children looked forward 
to seeing this kind and generous man, 
who took them to the Haagen Dasz ice 
cream store. Lenny grew in Torah 
understanding. He gave the shul large 
sums of his own money, and raised even 
more from his friends. 

And then tragedy struck. I received a 
call that my friend had suffered a mas
sive heart attack and died before he 
reached the hospital. To commemorate 
this multi-talented and special man, we 
held a memorial service at our shul, 
which we invited his mother to attend . 
We recounted all the generous things 
Lenny had done for us, and after the ser
vice his mother asked if we could meet 
privately to discuss something impor
tant. 

When we met, she told me that she 
had realized that her son was very fond 
of my family, but she didn't know about 
his financial commitment to the shul. 
She made a magnanin1ous contribution 
to us in her son's memory- and tens 
of thousands of dollars later she has 
emerged as one of our largest financial 
benefactors and a close family friend. 

M
y dear reader, imagine if you 
will the conversation that 
might have taken place when 

the Chassid whom Lenny saw davening 
at the Kate! returned home those many 
years ago. 

"Nu Berel," his wife asks, "what did 
you do today?" 

"Nothing special, my dear wife;' is his 
laconic response. 

15 
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The Mercaz is offering 
the fo!Iowin~ excitin~ courses 

forREBBEIM 

• Principalship 
{Classes forming in Brooklyn, Qtieens and Monsey) 

•ip~liJ:tgE,~ectiv,-ely withthe Special· Child 
•••.·!9S~·':tf~~rs.c~~ ~~b~··~• Ne\V~Stl,\lly>•···. 

· .• ~~Mf!~~~tig.~n~;!f~®ittg I.likduk SldJI~ • • .. ·· •}\Ele tartili\llwnceif ,; • >t . . ... ... . ·. · . ... .. . .. n 
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Now, look forward down the road 
120 years, as Berel appears before 
Hashem and learns that he has been 
credited with causing a shul in Dallas, 
Texas) to receive tens of thousands of 
dollars. He might react incredulously 
with: "Dallas? Vos iz Dallas?" 

I believe that we can learn numerous 
lessons from this amazing story. Our 
days so often consist of seemingly rou· 
tine or mundane actions that we may 
have no conception of the far reaching 
consequences these seemingly innocu
ous events can trigger. When we come 
to such a realization, we can utilize this 
insight to shatter self-doubt or help bol· 
ster sagging self-image. We can become 
aware that acts that we consider unim
portant or meaningless may have a pro
found and positive impact upon others. 

We may also learn a great lesson 
about how we should treat the people 
we meet. Total strangers, living 10,000 
miles away, may in reality be the source 
of our success. Imagine we encounter a 
Chassid who asks for our help or a small 
favor. We reply that it is too difficult for 
us to help him. Worse yet, imagine that 
we make a disparaging or belittling 
remark about him, only to discover in 
Olam Ha'emes (the ultimate world of 
truth) that he is the person who has 
done so much for us. How devastated 
we would be! Armed by this insight, we 
might curb negative responses and 
substitute more positive behavior. We 
should come to think, "This could be 
our Chassid." 

Each of us can encounter our own 
"Lenny and the Chassid." At times we 
may even play the role of Lenny - or 
the Chassid. May the real life story above 
inspire us to better appreciate each other 
and ourselves, gain a heightened per· 
spective of the consequences of any act, 
and ultimately deserve to sanctify the 
name of Hashem. • 

nr.>'7\?J nNi!li7 7'?!lni'l71 iin7'? Nl 
17'71 iv:i 

i1r.l~ ?N-iW' D'>'>n 
'"l ,,,, i1,'\?7 1::1 

tl"t:IV 'Om 1'~V 
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Announcing the 
perfect sized airline. 

7bwer4ir 

Paris 
Tel Aviv 
San Juan 
Miami 
Las Vegas 
Los Angeles 
San Francisco 
Athens 
Always the lowest 
unrestricted fares 
in the industry. 
Call your travel agent 
or Tower Air at 
118-553-8500 

A fleet of 71 Boeing 141's 
with non-stop service to Tel Aviv. 

Our own terminal at JFK 
tor a level of service and security 
unmatched with shared gates. 

500 ground personnel 
(perhaps our only excess) 

25, 000 hours of experience in 
every Tower cockpit 

Glatt Kosher or Vegetarian meals 

And a bi-lingual crew 
that speaks Hebrew and English 

When you're the perfect sized 
airline, nothing is overlooked 
That's control. 
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APPROACHING THE SEASON OF CHANGE Rabbi Eliyahu Meir Klugman 

FROM ROSH HASHANA JUDGMENT TO 

YOM KIPPUR FORGIVENESS 
The Convergence of Hashem, the Klal, and I 

WHEN HASHEM TZEVA'OS' REIGNS 

0 
ne of the most puzzling aspects 
of the tefillos of Rosh Hashana 
is the lack of emphasis on 

transgression and repentance, as one 
would expect on Yorn Hadin- a day of 
judgment. The central focus rather is on 
Hashem's sovereignty, as the Talmud 
states, "Imru lefanai malchuyos k'dei 
shetamlichuni aleichem (Rosh Hashana 
16a, 34b). Recite before Me ... [verses 
that speak of Hashem's l Sovereignty so 
that you should make me your King:' 
Every part of the davening reflects that 
theme. Why all this emphasis on G-d's 
sovereignty and what does it have to do 
with Rosh Hashana as Yam Hadin? 

The first reference in our prayers to 
Rosh Hashana as a day of judgment 
appears in the third blessing of the She
moneh Esrei: "Vayigbah Hashem Tzeva' os 
bamishpat - Hashem, Master of 
Legions, will be lofty in judgment 
( Yishayahu 5,16):' What precisely does 
Hashem Tzeva' os mean, and why is this 
appelation chosen to describe G-d sit
ting in judgment on Rosh Hashana? 

The same term, Hashem Tzeva'os, 
reappears in the Haftorah of the first day 
of Rosh Hashana, which tells how 
Chana prayed to Hashem to bless her 
with children. Chazal (Berachos 3Jb) 

iPronounccd "Tzeva'kos" when not in the con
text of a complete passage. 

Rabbi Klugman lives in Jerusalem where he is a 
maggid shiurin a yeshiva gedola. He is a frequent 
contributor to these pages most recently with "The 
!sh Ha'Enies: The Man of of Unimpeachable 
Integrity, Rabbi Shin1on Schwab, '7"~ ;'(June '95). 
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state that Chana was the first to address 
G-d as "Hashem Tzeva' as - Master of 
Legions." What is the significance of that 
designation, why specifically did Chana 
employ it, and what is its connection to 
Rosh Hashana? 

THE DAY THE WORLD 
CAME INTO BEING 

K
sh Hashana is Yorn Haras Olam 

- the day the world came into 
eing2. Rosh Hashana is not just 

the anniversary of Creation. "Zeh hayom 
techilas 1naasec'1a zikaron leyo1n rishon 
- This day is the start of Your handi
work, a remembrance of the first day:' 
Rosh Hashana serves as a day of review 
and evaluation of mankind, chief 
among them the Jewish People, to 
determine whether they are fulfilling the 
purpose for which He created the 
world. The results of that assessment will 
determine who should be given a new 
"lease on life." If man is found to have 
furthered the aims for which he was cre
ated, or if"the One Who knows [man's! 
thoughts on the day of judgment" is 
convinced that man will, in the future, 
further those aims, he will be be grant
ed life and the means to realize his mis
sion in the world. 

The Mishna in Avos ( 6,11) clearly 
states G-d's purpose in creating the 
world: "Whatever the Holy One, blessed 
be, He created in His world, He created 
solely for His glory, as it says, 'All that is 
called by My name, indeed it is for My 

'We follow the opinion of Rabbi E!iezer in Rosh 
Hashana 27a that the world was created in 
Tishrei. 

glory that I have created it, formed it and 
made it:( Yishayahu 43,7)" That glory of 
Hashem is the recognition of His sover
eignty by all creatures, as we stress repeat
edly in the Rosh Hashana davening. 
"Instill Your awe upon all Your works, 
and the fear of You upon all that you 
have created. Let all works revere You .... 
Let them all form one single grouping 
to do Your will with all their heart:' 

The judgment on Rosh Hashana is an 
evaluation of how each inhabitant of the 
universe has performed and can be 
expected to perform in advancing the 
purpose of Creation - the recognition 
of Hashem by all humanity.< The first 
addition to the Rosh Hashana Shemoneh 
Esrei makes this point explicity: 
"Zochrainu lechaim ... lema'ancha Elokim 
Chaim - Remember us for life for Your 
sake, 0 Living G-d:' Only Zema' ancha
for Your sake, for the furtherance ofYour 
goals - does one have the right to ask 
for life. 

When one recognizes that his claim 
to life ... is only to advance k'vod 
Shamayim, he will be overwhelmed by 
the question: How can I,a mere human 
being, one of only several hundred thou
sand Torah Jews, only one of four bil
lion humans, one tiny speck in the uni
verse, hope to bring about the 
recognition of Divine sovereignty by the 
entire world? 

-' Veyishtachavu lefanecha kol Habruim is a refer
ence to all of Creation. And contrary to popular 
understanding, "Vcya'asu chulan1 agudah echas 
la'asos retzoncha be/evav shalem - Let then1 all 
beco1ne a single group to do Your will whole
heartedly;' is reference not to Torah Jews, not even 
to Jews in general, but rather to all of humanity. 
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THE DIVINE LEGION 
OF DIVERSE FORCES 

T
he answer to this question is that 
G-d is Hashem Tzeva' o~ Master of 
Legions, and only as Hashem 

Tzeva'osdoes Hashem judge man. Rabbi 
Samson Raphael Hirsch explains this 
crucial term as a description of Hashem 
as the Master of a world with all its diver
sities, peculiarities and contradictions ... 
an "army" of myriads of"soldiers," each 

ordered to a specific place, each with his 
own functions, abilities and responsi
bilities. Each and every component of the 
universe is part of that"army:' Each has 
his unique place and function in the 
Divine plan of Creation. Each of us will 
be judged, in Rabbi Hirsch's words, "not 
by the sum total of [his J achievements 
and the a1nount of resources with which 
he has been endowed, but by whether he 
has used them to the best of his ability 
to do G-d's will." 

Mozeson/Malinowsk1 Advert1s•ng (201)601-0101 

It hyl't II 
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It hurts 
r no o. 
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Do it for your children. 

When Chana prayed to Hashem to 
grant her a child, she based her plea on 
this understanding of Hashem Tzeva'os. 
She asked G-d: "Did You not, in the over
all scheme of things, also reserve among 
your great host of servants a task for me? 
You created me a woman, with the abil
ity to nurse and nurture a child, in Your 
service (see Berachos 31 b ). Allow me as 
a part of Your army to perform my role 
in Your service." That understanding of 
man's function as a "soldier') in "Tzva'os" 
is the essential basis for his being judged 
as such on Rosh Hashana. 

The Mishna in Avos quoted above cites 
Yishayahu's prophecy: "Kol hanikra bish
mi ulichvodi barasiv yetzartiv af asisiv
All that is called by My name, indeed it 
is for My glory that I have created it, 
formed it and made it." Ko~ the Vilna 
Gaon points out, can mean both "all" and 
"every:' The prophet is telling us: Not only 
is the entirety of Creation for the purpose 
of manifesting G-d's glory; every single 
component of Creation has that poten
tial and imperative as well. 

In summation: On Rosh Hashana we 
are judged by Hashem not as individu
als, but as member of the klaL The ques
tion of the day is how well we performed 
and will perform our role as members 
of the orchestra charged with playing the 
great symphony G-d's praises. 

RESPONDING TO THE KIDDUSH 
HASHEM IMPERATIVE 

B
ut life does not begin and end on 
Rosh Hashana. To be worthy of 
being granted life, we must be able 

to ensure that this understanding does 
not remain another "New Year's reso
lution." The Kiddush Hashem impera
tive is not just one aspect of our mis
sion in life: it is its very essence. It 
requires of us far more than the avoid
ance of cheating, stealing and double
parking. Our obligation is not only to 
refrain from causing a Chillul Hashem, 
it is to sanctify Hashem with our every 
deed. The Kiddush Hashem imperative 
demands that we consider the Kiddush 
Hashem or Chillul Hashem potential of 
each action. 

How? We need look no further than 
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that ultimate expression of kabbalas ol 
Malchus Shamayim, the Shma prayer. 
The very first verse after Shma Yisroel 
begins" Ve' ahavta es Hashem Elokecha 
- Love Hashem your G-d:' Simple 
enough, one might think. Ghazal ( Yoma 
86a) think otherwise. Ve'ahavta means: 
"Sheyehei sheim Shamayim mis' aheiv al 
yadecha - one must [by his actions J 
bring others to love Hashem." Ghazal 
specify: by studying Torah, by being of 
impeccable business integrity, and by 
dealing pleasantly with others. In short, 
by causing others to see the beneficial 
effects of Torah on human behavior. 
The reverse, Ghazal say, constitutes 
Ghillul Hashem, for which only death 
can atone. 

Kiddush Hashem means a constant 
vigilance in our dealings with non-Jew
ish and non-observant neighbors and 
authorities, a care to consistently 
evoke feelings of admiration for Torah 
and its adherents. This can be engen
dered in thousands oflittle ways - on 
the road or in public offices -and in 
big ways - in not trying to beat the 
system. Will the gentile love the Jew 
more as a result? Maybe not. But the 
goal is respect, not love. 

A consistently upright life, of course, 
is easier said than done. Most of us see 
ourselves as individuals and not as rep
resentatives of the Kial, and pern1it our
selves to do as private citizens that which 
we would never contemplate if we 
viewed ourselves as public figures. But 
the Jew is not, and will never be, a pri
vate citizen. Being a 1nember of a 
mamleches kohanin1 means that each of 
us is always a public figure, G-d's 
ambassador. 

As the bearer of G-d's word, the Jew 
is always in the limelight, his actions 
always viewed as a litmus test of the 
quality and effectiveness of that Word. 
Non-Jews especially have consistently 
viewed the actions of every Jew) espe
cially in a negative sense, as indicative 
of the entire Jewish People. Kial Yisroel 
means precisely that we are all respon
sible for each other's actions. In the era 
of the global village and real time com
munication, the Ghillul Hashem poten
tial of one's actions, and conversely their 
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Kiddush Hashem potential, is magnified 
a thousand fold. 

The more one is identified as a Jew, 
the more scrupulous attention one 
must pay to the consequences of one's 
actions. The greater a person's stature, 
the greater his responsibility. Ghazal 
( Yoma 86a; Rambam, Yesodei Ha Torah 
5: l l) rule that if a Torah scholar does
n't pay his bills promptly he is guilty of 
Ghillul Hashem. 

It is admittedly difficult to be metic-

ulous in one's interaction with non-Jews 
in the face of an often hostile world. 
There is a tendency on the part of some 
to justify their actions by the conviction 
that the entire world is antagonistic. 
Anti-Semitism is a given. "Halacha 
beyadua sheEisav sonei leYaakov- The 
fact that Eisav despises Jacob is the rule." 
But anti-Se1nitism never has and never 
will detract one iota from our obligation 
to bring all humanity to recognize 
Hashem's sovereignty. That is particu-
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larly true in a malchus shel chessed like 
America, where religion is respected. 

GOING THE LASHON HARA ROUTE 

0 
ur observance of a mitzva tends 
to be influenced by the impor
tance public opinion attaches to 

it'. A magnificent example is the height
ened consciousness of the scourge of 
lashon hara in recent years. Always for
bidden, lashon hara has of late become 
socially taboo. 

In the same way, there must be a vig
orous and sustained public discussion 
of the Kiddush Hashem imperative. We 
must strive for the widespread recog
nition that public Chillul Hashem is 
equated with the three cardinal sins. 
Public perception will only change 
when those who betray their role as 
G-d's ambassadors fear ostracism from 
the community. We must make it clear 

--- - - ---

'The baalei mussar point out that things would 
look different if one ate marror in shul and took 
the esrog at hon1e. 

• 
Viddush Hashem can 
/'\.be engendered in 
thousands of little ways 
- on the road or in 
public offices -and in 
big ways - in not trying 
to beat the system. Will 
the gentile love the Jew 
more as a result? Maybe 
not. But the goal is 
respect, not love. 

• that we will not tolerate crooks educat
ing our children, hy removing our chil
dren from those institutions which 
engage in illegal financial activity, most 
specifically defrauding the government. 

There must be a constant emphasis 
in our educational systems, beginning 

A comprehensive Halachic guide to the contemporary observance 
of Yorn Tov with Haskamos Ha'Gedolim. Celebrating Yorn Tov 
presents the Halachas of Yorn Tov in a highly readable manner which 
explains the background and practical application of these Halachas. 
This sefer also includes a complete guide to Eruv Tavshilin. 
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• What preparations are made permissible by the Eruv Tavshilin? 
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with early childhood, on the Kiddush 
Hashem imperative. This message can
not he left for later years. The Rambam 
(Yesodei HaTorah 5:1) rules: "Kol Beis 
Yisroel metzuvim al Kiddush Hashem -
The entire House of Israel is com
manded to sanctify His Name." Rabbi 
Yaaakov Kamenetzky interprets" Kol Beis 
Yisroer' to mean that even small children 
under the age of bar mitzva are required 
to give their lives in a situation of Kid
dush Hashem. He explains that Kiddush 
Hashem depends not on the individual's 
situation but rather on the effect his 
actions will have on others. Thus Chillul 
Hashem by a child is still a Chillul 
Hashem. If that is the case as regards the 
obligation to die al Kiddush Hashem, 
how much more so does this hold true 
to live al Kiddush Hashem. 

YOM KIPPUR: EARNING FORGIVENESS 
BY FULFILLING OUR POTENTIAL 

The first prayer of Yorn Kippur, 
which sets the stage for subse
quent requests for forgiveness, 

says it all. It begins with Moshe 
Rabbeinu's appeal to Hashem following 
the episode with the spies. Hashem 
wanted to destroy the Jewish people and 
begin anew with Moshe. Moshe entreats 
G-d: "Slach na la'avon ha'am hazeh 
kegodel chasdecha - Forgive now the 
iniquity of this people according to the 
greatness of Your kindness .... " We then 
cite Hashem's response:" Salachti kide
varecha, I have forgiven because of your 
words." Rashi (Bamidbar 14,20) explains 
kidvarecha - "because of your words," 
as a reference to Moshe's argument that 
destroying the Jewish People would 
cause a Chillul Hashem because the gen
tile world would say that Hashem was 
only able to vanquish Pharaoh, but not 
the kings of Canaan. For this reason 
alone Hashem forgave an entire people. 

That conversation between Moshe 
and Hashem is the introduction to Yorn 
Kippur. The only way to merit Divine 
forgiveness is by convincing G-d that 
our lives, resources and unique abilities 
will further the awareness of His sov
ereignty in the world. 

There is no other way. • 
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.APPROACHING THE SEASON OF CHANGE Yaakov Shlomo Weinberg 

A Melodic Anomaly, Tying the 
Seasons Together 

Yomim Nora'im Niggun on Simchas Torah ... 
Have You Ever Wondered? 

H
ave you ever wondered? By 
Simchas Torah, it's all over, 
gone. The Y'mei Hadin - the 

days of judgment - Rosh Hashana, 
Yam Kippw; Hoshana Rabba, all the days 
that entail din of some kind, have 
passed. Even Tefillas Geshem, beseech
ing G-d for timely life-giving rains, has 
gone by. The Twenty Seventh Psalm, 
"L'Dovid Hashem Ori," that gentle 
reminder of all the above, is no longer 
recited. The kittel has been put away for 
another year (or at least till Pesa ch). So 
Simchas Torah is a time of complete sim
cha and ahava - unrestrained joy and 
love over the bond between kaveyachol 
(so to speak), Hakadosh Baruch Hu and 
His people, as expressed through our 
having completed the cycle of Torah 
reading once again. 

And the Torah reading begins: The 
Kohein says the berachos with a niggun 
(melody) that sounds vaguely familiar. 
And the baa! koreh, the Torah reader, fol
lows suit, as he lainswith the same nig
gun. The Levi is called up, followed by 
the baa! sh'lishi, and so on, and again the 
same niggun. Familar? But of course! It's 
the same niggun as that of the Torah 
reading on Rosh Hashana and Yorn Kip
pur. - On Simchas Torah? Interestingly 
enough, on Shmini Atzeres, when one 
might somehow be able to tie in this 
minhagwith Tefillas Geshem, we do not 
have this custom. Why? 

Rabbi Weinberg, a 11111s1nach of Yeshiva Ner Yis~ 
rod, lives in Balti1nore. He writes a weekJyTorah 
column (Hebrew) for the "Chizuk Torah" pub
lication. He and his wife arc the originators of 
the Dov Dov series. lfis article, "The Last 
Laugh," was featured in JO (March '97). 
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SHTICK AND THE MASHGIACH 

W
henever I've / 
posed this I 
question, the 

first inclination of 
the listener has been 
to dismiss it out of hand 

more effective parody 
than to take that 
which is most incongruous, most out
of-place, most out-of-tune (no pun 
intended), and use it on Simchas Torah. 
Such an answer must itself be dismissed 
out of hand. Shtick ... in front of an open 
sefer Torah - saying the berachos and 
laining? Even on Purim, a shtikier day by 
far, this is not done. (On Purim one 
could even find a Purim-Torah type of 
dispension, for it is the day that serves 
as model for Yam K'Purim. ') 

Not only that, but the most revered 
Rosh Yeshiva and the most introspective 
Mashgiach will, when called up to the 
Torah, use the same niggun - the 
haunting melody of the Yamim Nora'im. 
Again the question - how so? Where 
is the connection? 

THE THREE BERACHOSOF"IDENTITY" 

0 
ur answer will be based on two 
premises. The Shemoneh Esrei 
- wherein we beseech Hashen1 

for our needs in silent prayer - must 
begin with three Berachos of Praise. But 
they are more than praise. They are bera
choswhich define, which identify. Before 
we beseech, we must first know Whom 
we are beseeching. To Whon1 are \ve 

speaking? To 

. 

om do our 
tefillos flow? 
This we clar
ify in the 
.·first three 
berachos . 

-~·;.,,,~ We see 
'L.-.-· ...v(~·chessed, 

goodness, kindness 
in this world. What is the source? 

The first Beracha, "Avos;' which invokes 
the merit of our Patriarchs, addresses 
this question and guides us to the Source 
of all chessed - Hakadosh Baruch Hu 
- the G-d of Avraham, the patriarch 
whose identifying attribute was chessed. 

We see suffering, punishment, mis
ery in the world- in a word, din, exact
ing judgment. In the second Beracha -
«Gevuros" - we recognize that Hashen1 
is not only the G-d of chessed but also 
the G-d of din, the G-d ofYitzchak, who 
personified din in his Divine service. 

Now that we have some sort of a han
dle on Whom we are facing, we come to 
the third Beracha, "Atta Kadosh." 
Kedusha means to be separate, to tran
scend, and therefore in truth to be 
unknowable. The G-d of kindness, yes; 
the G-d of din, yes; but in reality, essen
tially - unknowable. It is at this point 
that we are ready to daven and beseech'. 

1 Tikunei Zoharsays that in certain aspects, Yorn 
Kippuri111, the Day of Atonement, is K'P11rin1, like 
Purin1. 

2 1-Iow this fits in with the third Bera cha being the 
Bcracha of the G-d ofYaakov- the attribute of 
racharnim (mercy - a co1nbination of chcssed 
and din) and of entcs- titein e1ncs le'Yaakov
is not for this discussion. 
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BEYOND THE DEEDS OF 
"YEMACH SHEMO" 

T
he past few lines were really an 
introduction to the first premise. 
I once heared a shmuess from my 

rebbe, Rabbi David Kronglas ?·~1, the 
Mashgiach of Ner Yisroel, on the 
Beracha of Gevuros. He was saying that 
everything - every pain, sickness, 
tragedy, .,., - comes from Hakadosh 
Baruch Hu. He explained this in the lat
ter part of the Beracha - "Mi kamocha 
baal gevuros - Who is like You, Mas-

ter of din (lit. "powers;' and all that din 
entails) umi domeh Zach - and who is 
even comparable to You (in punish
ment)." I would shudder to say the fol
lowing if I had not heard these words 
from the Mashgiach ?··lit: "Even all the 
death and suffering caused by our mor
tal enemies yemach shemam does not 
begin to compare to what (lehavdil) 
Hakadosh Baruch Hu does. He is 
'Melech meimis - a King who kills' -
but here is the infinite difference: The 
purpose of Hakadosh Baruch Hu's 
actions as described above do not 
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compromise an end in itself. The pur
pose and tachlis is 'u'mechayeh 
u'matzmiach yeshua.) 'He restores life 
and makes salvation sprout: The pur
pose of din and all it entails is to give 
life and to provide the setting from 
which salvation sprouts forth." 

This is compared to a person who 
wanders into a surgery room and, see
ing the doctor cutting and removing 
tissue from inside the patient's body., .. ,, 
screams out: 'Murderer, achzari 
(sadist), mutilator ... !' That outburst is 
his response to the scene that greets his 
eyes. In actuality, however, the act wit
nessed is not a cruel one but a merci
ful one, to enable the patient to con
tinue to live. 

The first premise, therefore, is that the 
purpose of din is for benefit and life. 

THE CONVERGING PATHS 

T
he second premise: Rabbi 
Yitzchak Hutner ., .. lit in Pachad 
Yitzchak on Rosh Hashana 

(Ma'amar 10) writes, "The relationship 
of Succos to the other mo'adim (festi
vals) is a double one. From one 
approach, it is the last of the Shalash 
Regalim (the Three Pilgrimage Festivals), 
and thereby concludes the progression 
within the time-frame of holiness of the 
Regalim. From another perspective, as 
the last of the holidays of Tishrei; it also 
concludes the flow within the time
frame of holiness of the Yamim 
Nora)im." That is, Succos combines, 
blends and brings together the two hol
iday streams of the Shalash Regalim and 
the Yomim Nora'im. We see this con
vergence on the last day of Succos -
Hoshana Rabba, which contains some 
of the remaining sparks and embers of 
the Yamim Nora'im, providing us with 
reason for greeting others with "a gut
ten kvittel" or "piska tova" - "May the 
issuing of your decree be favorable!" 

This, then, is the second premise. 

FROM START TO FINISH 

H
ow do these seemingly distinct 
paths inform us? We should not 
make the mistake that they are 
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indeed distinct, that they are two types 
of Yamim Tovim. One type or stream 
consisting of Ye1nei Hadin, the Ya1nim 
Nora'im - days of judgment, days of 
awe, somber days. The other, a stream 
of days of Yorn Tov that are days of joy, 
gladness, simcha - the Shalosh Regal
im. And never the twain shall meet .... 
This is not the case. 

In fact, the two premises cited above 
inform us that the two streams are one. 
They are of the same cloth. The birth 
of Yisroel at Pesach and its development 
of purpose into a spiritual nation at Har 
Sinai - on Shavuos - culminates 
with the "face to face" experience of 
judg1nent on the Ya1nim Nora'i1n, to 
ascertain if indeed Yisroel has fulfilled 
its task and purpose. (The Yamim 
Nora'in1 are in fact the ultimate close
ness of Yisroel and, kaveyachol, Haka
dosh Baruch Hu in keeping with 
"Karuhu b'heyoso karov - call unto 
Him when He is near,") a reference to 
the Ten Days of Penitence. 

1'his, however, is not the ultimate cul
mination. "Olam chessed yibaneh": The 
world is based on and was created ulti
mately for the purpose of chessed. The 
purpose of din itself is chessed in the 
larger sense. (See Rabbi Moshe Chaim 
Luzzatto's Derech Hashen13

• See also 
Pachad Yitzchak' regarding the 26 gen
erations of ('Ki le'olam chasdo -
Because His kindness is infinite," that 
preceded the giving of the Torah.) 

It is thus one continuun1. That 
which had its beginning in the Days of 
Judgment, in the time of "who is like 
You, Master of strengths, and who is 
even comparable to You" in meting out 
din, is not an end unto itself. Rather, it 
is an expression of sof nza'aseh 
bemachshava techila - the concluding 
act that was first in mind. The Days of 
Judgment flow further into the days of 
silncha and ratzon, joy and loving 
acceptance; that is, into the time of 
"Mechayeh u'matzmiach ycshua." The 
month that began with Yemei Hadin cul
minates in Succos and Shmini Atzeres 
- Simchas Torah - all as part of one 

'Section I, Chap. 4. 

, Rosh Hashana, Maatnar IV, 1. 
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flow. Therefore, now on Simchas Torah, 
the time of our ultimate joy when (in 
addition tb tbe greater joy of Shmini 
Atzeres over the other Ya1nim Tovim), 
we n1ake a siyunt on the Torah. We have 
completed our tachlis, our purpose -
and have also completed that which 
began in the Yemei Hadin. That is, din 
which culminates in simcha. To accen
tuate this continuu1n, we read the 
Torah and pronounce the berachos on 
the Torah to the strains of the niggun of 
Yamim Nora'im. Two paths that flow 
into one. • 

Rabbi Simcha feuerman, CSW 
Psychotherapist 

e e • Structural Family 

" 

Therapy 
• Marital Counseling 
• Singles Issues/ Premar· 

ital Counseling 
• Child/School Behavior Problems 
• Chronic Pain/Illness 

Offices located in Queens and Manhattan 
(212) 598-6543 •Voice Mail (718) 595-0524 

Once again, Chaim Walder has 
put together a wonderful collection 
of stories where children talk about 
themselves: their concerns, rela
tionships, and unusual encounters. 

You'll meet Shuki who is hard-of-hearing, but it doesn't stop him 
fromsaving dozens of American soldiers; you'll meet Eli and the 
Cave Man; the mysterious boy on bus 37; Gila who unwittingly 
discovers the power of words .•. plus many other boys and girls 
- all caught-up in the adventure of growing up. 

Filled with insight, humor, and irresistible stories, KIDS SPEAK 3 
can help children learn and apply Jewish values and ideals. So 
whether you' re a parent •.. a teacher ..• or one of the kids ... 
you'll find that KIDS SPEAK 3 has a lot to say! 

FELDHEIM f.a PUBLISHERS 
Torah Literature of Quality 

200 Airport Executive Park, Nanuet, NY 10954 • Tel (914) 356-2282 • Fax (914) 425-1908 • E-mail le!dheim@worldptaza.com 

Toll Free: 800-237-7149 • Ask for our catalog. 
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The 
Weekly 
Halachah 
Discussion 
A Review of Practical 
Halachic Topics Related 
to the Weekly Parasha -
Voll: Brelshls/Shmos 

by Rabbi Yehuda 
Doniel Neustadt 

ii t' s a perfect combination: Lively, concise and stimulating dis· 
: cussions of practical halachah ... as they relate to each week's 

Paras ha 

The WEEKLY HAIACHAH DISCUSSION deals with relevant 
subjects that appeal to the broadest spectrum of readers, in a 
unique format and scope that will satisfy both scholar and layman 
alll<e. 

Topics Include Issues relating to: Shabbos candlelightlng, tzitzis, 
teflllah b'tzibur, ytchud, honoring parents, adoption. visiting the 
sick,. women and prayer, kashrus, bl(;'!ssings on cereals ... and 
much more, with extensive footnotes and a Hebrew section. 

THE WEEKLY HALACHAH DISCUSSION: Guaranteed to 
enhance discussion at your Shabbos table, at shul,. 
or in the classroom. 

Halachos 
ofBrochos 
by Rabbi Yisroel 
Pinchos Bodner 

, HALAOIOS Of 8llOCllOS 1. his new edition of 

' contains both volumes 
one and two of this popular 
work; plus the Brochos 
Handbook: a quick reference 
guide to the blessings - before 
and after - of over 700 foods ... from acorn squash to zwieback. 

HALACHOS OF BROCHOS is the ultimate guide to blessings -
discussing all aspects ofbrochoh redtal, all types of food and bev
erages In all types of 
drcumstances. Jl,,..,flo• - Dat Yoml 
With helpful foot- ,...,,,.,,..nt., 
notes, glossary and .. This edit1on of HA1ACH0s -01t- IROCHOs'., used :Os 
convenient index, on odjuncl to fhe-mesechta, con gre_otly 
HALAQIOS Of BllOCH08 enhanee your learning as you begin the new 
is clear, thorough, :Oaf,Yomi eyde'. --
easy to understand, • Plu5: to fUrth&r enrich Your study of Broclios, 
and easy to refer to. you con order - FltEE OF _CHARGE - an 

ffAtAtHOS or: 8ROClf05/ DAf YOMi INDEX which 
Why be In doubt when cOrrelotes. sedion~ of fue gettioroh Jo sedions 
you can check it out? of the'-HAlACHos, 01 81001os text: 

,• TO ret'eive your_ copy -of_thG JndeX:, cO'ntoct,_ 
FELOHEIM PUBUSHERS by moil, e-mail, 
p~o:ne- or fax; or dowrtlood it free at 
www.shemoyisrnel.co.ilfdafyoml/halachos/ 
• Permission_ is, als6 'hereby gi'dln to_ coPY 

and distn'bute the OAF YOMI INDIX. 

Each volmne comes in a regular or 
large edition, and is also available 
in an attractive slipcase ideal for 
gift giving. 

We are proud to announce the appearance of the newest volume in the Hebrew-English 
Mishnah Berurah: Volume 5-C - "The Laws of Yorn Tov" 
'Jhls completes the translation of the ftfth chelek of the Hebrew Mishnah Berurah. lt contains all the outstandlng reatures that have 

~ made this series so popular: a meticulous translation of both Shulchan Aruch and Mtshnah Berurah; the English translation fac
ing the original Hebrew on every page; extensive supplementary material; bibliography and glossary. 



L"iPl'ROACHING THE SEASON OF CHANGE Rabbi Avrohom Y. Stone 

''Seek Peace and Pursue It'' 
The Power of (a) Speech 

S
ince 1989, the Chofetz Chaim 
Heritage Foundation has engaged 
in a worldwide campaign to sen

sitize the Jewish people regarding the 
power of the spoken word. Through 
its multi-faceted efforts, it has succeed
ed in making countless thousands aware 
of the destructive nature of lashon 
hara, improper speech. It is the message 
that the Chofetz Chaim ?··o;r conveyed 
to a previous generation - that each 
utterance can have repercussions far 
beyond anything a human being could 
imagine. 

The potential positive outcome of 
proper speech, however, has remained 
less well known. The Gemora tells us that 
gadol n1ida tova min1idas puraniyos -
that the positive far outweighs the neg
ative in power and impact. So it is with 
the power of words. The Jives of great 
Torah leaders such as Rabbi Yisroel 
Salanter are replete with accounts of how 
one conversation or sentence totally 
changed the direction of their lives. The 
right word - at the right moment, in 
the right context-is capable of inspir
ing the building of new worlds. 

"Shalom; How to Move the World" 
is the title of a Kinus-gathering that was 
organized and put on video by the 
Chofetz Chaim Heritage Foundation 
and shown in places around the world 
this past Tisha B' Av. The tape consists 
of two lectures. One, by Rabbi Paysach 
Krohn, deals with the importance of 
mending the relationships in life that 
have been torn apart by petty argument 
and disagreement. The second lecture, 
by Rabbi Yissochar Frand, stresses the 
importance and cathartic benefits of for
giving another person. Between cities, 
camps and bungalow colonies, 225 

Rabbi Stone of West Orange NJ is a frequent con
tributor to these pages, most recently with "Shiur 
Terror: Saying the Daily Daf' (Sept. '97). 
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• 
The people in these 

stories have not made 

complete shalom; there's 

still a long way to go 

before they reach that 

goal. Progress, however, 

is often made in small 

steps, helped along rn 
these cases by an 

unidentified thought 

somewhere in the middle 

of a short shiur. 

• 
showings were held. Yet, the true sig
nificance of this video proved not to be 
the size of its audience) great as it was. 
Rather, its real consequence lies else
where. And that's the mystery of it all. 

Somewhere within that hour and 
thirty minutes of film - and no one is 
certain exactly where - there lies a 
word) phrase, sentence or message that 
is more than meets the eye or ear. But 
regardless of what those words may be, 
the facts are clear; something buried in 
this one little shiurhas changed lives in 
a powerful, meaningful and dramatic 
way. And started to move the world. 

The following incidents were among 
many that were reported to the Chofetz 
Chaim Heritage Foundation by the 
principals during the days after the 
showing. Names of people and places 
have been changed, however, to protect 
the guilty. 

I
n a city outside of the New York met
ropolitan area, a dispute raged between 
the two local Orthodox shuls. The dis

agreement had progressed to the point where 
lawsuits had been filed in court. '[he ani
mosity each group harbored toward the 
other was incredible, and the community 
had literally been torn apart by the degree 
and intensity of the fighting. To insure that 
the entire community would feel welcome 
to view the Tisha B'Av presentation, it was 
decided to show the video in a third, neu
tral location. Members of both shuls 
attended. As the tape ended and the lights 
went on, the key figures in the fight slowly 
approached each other in the middle of the 
room, and n1utually agreed to end hostili
ties as of that moment. 

*** 

R
'vka was incensed. The people in her 
shul were a bunch of ingrates. Imag
"ne, treating her like that, after all 

that she had done for them! Well, that was 
the last time they would have Rivka to push 
around. V\lith that, it was resolved. She 
was never going to set foot in that shul, or 
talk to those people, for as long as she lived. 
And so it was. Whereas, formerly, Rivka had 
been an active, energetic member of her syn
agogue, she now was totally and complete
ly divorced from it. No more participation; 
no more phone calls. 

Rivka attended the video as a diversion 
on Tisha B'Av afternoon. She left a 
changed person. The next morning, she 
began a slow process of rapprochement with 
her old friends, and is on her way to becom
ing an active member once again. 

*** 

C
haim was a salesman, his employ
er was a religious few. As so often 
happens, there had been a dispute 

between Chaim and his employer over a 
commission. They argued vehemently until 
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the point where Chaim quit. When he 
cleaned out his desk, he took his anger and 
resentment with him. 

atone. For Chaim, it was perfect. Imagine 
Mr. Boss, all dressed up in his kittel on Erev 
Yom Kippur, getting ready to leave for shul. 
As he was blessing his children, he would 
receive a phone call. Hanging up, his face 
would be ashen and pale. He would sit 
dazed in shul, crushed and destroyed as the 
reality of his actions fermented within him. 
"That," thought Chaim with satisfaction, 
"will teach him a lesson!" 

Then it hit him. There was one avenue 
in halacha open to him that would really 
get that guy. Chaim knew that although a 
person can repent on Yorn Kippur for sins 
he committed toward G-d, he can never rec
tify the sins he committed against his fel
lowman until that person forgives him. 
While it's laudable to forgive the person, you 
don't have to. If you don't, he can never 

From that moment on, imagining the 
scenario was Chaim's delight. He drank 

PINCHAS M:ANDEL 
Over 45 years experience in Kvura 1n Eretz Yisrael 

Personal responsibility throughout service - NO AFFILIATES 
Originator of the present method- BEWARE OF IMPOSTERS 

Highly recommended by Gedolai Hodor- Here and in Eretz Yisrael 

1569-47th Street, Brooklyn, NY 11219 
Day & Night phone: (718) 851-8925 

WP'r.l~!lr.l~j? ))l''j? -1'1:J 1~l n1r.l:::I)) '1l!l 
Chesed Shel EMES with Mesiras Nefesh ... as understood and practiced 

by one active in the industry for more than half a century. 
- TAHARAS HANUTAR. SHOULD NEVER BE COMMERCIAUZED -

TttE YE§HliVA OF NEW HAVEN 
announces the opening 

of a new dormitory for 

its Mesivta and is 

accepting applications 

for ninth grade Elul 

Zman 5757. 

- Shiurim by the Rosh 
Ha Yeshiva 

- Excellent Chevra 

- Top Rebbeim 

- Solid Secular Studies 

A Mesivta for bochurim interested in learning seriously, with small 
shiurim designed to encourage close relationships with the Rebbeim. 

;i:i."o';i 'l!N, ,N"IJ')l!J l}J))'\JY) omr.i •1 )"n1n 

195 Norton Street, Nev.· 1-laven, Connecticut 06511 
I ligh School curriculum appro\"cd by Srntc of Co11necticu t Department of Education 

· For. applications call (203) ~77-9925 . . . 
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it with his coffee at breakfast; he savored 
it for desert after supper. Until Tisha B'Av 
afternoon, when he attended the video. 
The following morning, he called his for
mer employer with the message that he 
was mochel, he forgave him. He was let
ting go of the claim and the anger. 

T
he get had been given four years 
earlier, but you could never telL 
Both David and his ex-wife Leah 

still behaved as if they were in the throes 
of marital disharmony. If anything, their 
passionate dislike had steadily increased 
since the divorce, as each blamed the other 
for the destruction of what should have 
been a perfect life. Suffering most from 
all this animosity was Yitzchak, their now
eight-year-old son. In the final divorce set
tlement, they had agreed on joint custody, 
so that the child would have the oppor
tunity to grow up hearing each parent 
berated equally by the other. One of the 
favorite pastimes the divorced couple 
engaged in could be called "the phone 
slam." Whenever their son was at the 
other's home, and they discovered him 
talking on the phone to their ex-spouse, 
they would pick up an extension and furi
ously slam it down as hard as possible. 

Both David and Leah attended showings 
of the video and, soon after, held their first 
low-volume conversation in years. ]"hey 
agreed that, from then on, they would 
attempt to deal with each other civilly. Each 
gently hung up the handset at the end of the 
phone call. 

And so the stories go. 

0 
ur Rabbis tell us that Moshiach 
will be born on Tisha B' Av. In 
the midst of our despair and all 

that tears us apart, the beginnings of 
redemption will appear. Not the full 
ge'ula. Only the beginnings. The peo
ple in these stories have not made com
plete shalom; there's still a long way to 
go before they reach that goal. Progress, 
however, is often made in small steps, 
helped along in these cases by an 
unidentified thought somewhere in the 
middle of a short shiur. And the world 
begins to 1nove. Ill 
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and special care. 
At the Jewish Hospice of Greater New York, 
people are important-both patients who 
must cope with a terminal illness and families 

that must cope with the situation. Our skilled 
professionals place a special emphasis on 

making patients more comfortable and 
improving their quality of life, all with an 

understanding of the sanctity of Torah values. 

Patients may direct their own level of care 
based on their individual beliefs and needs. 

And when issues arise that require consulta
tion with a trustworthy posek, our halachic 
advisor, Rav Meyer Scheinberg, is on call 

to assist with any questions that may arise. 

The Jewish Hospice of Greater New York offers: 
• Physician and nurse visits • Nutritional counseling 

• Physical, occupational and speech therapy • Medication and medical equipment 

• Pain management • Bereavement services 

For a FREE guide to The Jewish Hospice 
of Greater New York, 
call (718) 921-7900. 

THE JEWISH HOSPICE 
OF GREATER NEW YORK 

6323 Seventh Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11220-4711 

The Jewish Hospice of Greater New York is a program of The Brooklyn Hospice, 
a participating program of Metropolitan Jewish Health System, 



IN THE WAKE OF THE SIYUM HASHAS Dr. Jacob Mermelstein 

For Love of Learning 
A MATTER OF US AND THEM 

0 
ne day, last summer, I had for
gotten my tallis and tefillin in 
a yeshiva where I had davened 

that morning. At three o'clock on that 
hot afternoon I finally found time to 
pick them up. And what did I find 
besides my tallis and tefillin? A crowd
ed beis hamidrash of high school boys 
learning Torah. Half a block down the 
street there is a public school having a 
far, far greater number of students. And 
what is going on there on a typical 
summer day? Nothing. Deserted. School 
is out. Vacation! 

These high schools boys are not 
unique among Torah Jews. This summer 
as during summers past, Torah Jews car
ried their learning and their Daf Yomi 
with them to wherever their vacations 
or their businesses took them. Torah is 
;r~ found all over, and it travels. In Shas 
Gen1oros, in a single meseches volume, 
in user-friendly pocket-size editions, in 
lap-top computers, and on hastily 
copied sheets. 

And the world has noticed. The pop
ular media has been awakened to the 
Siyum HaShas. Thus we may be tempt
ed to pat ourselves on the back, and to 
bask in the sunshine of our neighbors' 
adulation for truly being the "people of 
the book." Privately, we may add," R'u 
ma bein b'ni l'ben chami."Yes, we are dif
ferent, we are students, we are thinkers, 
learners and scholars. 

Dr. Mermelstein, a psychologist in private prac
tice, is certified in his field by the States of New 
York and New Jersey, and is a diplomate of the 
American Board of Professional Psychology fel
la,.,, American Academy of School Psychology. 
A musmach of Mesivta Torah Vodaath, Dr. Mer
melstein leads a DafYomi in Agudath Israel of 
Long Island, He is well known as a lecturer and 
author - several of his articles have been fea
tured in The Jewish Observer, most recently, ''A 
Wake-Up Call For Derech Eretz and Staying 
Awake;' Dec. '94. Portions of this essay and some 
elaborations have been previously published by 
the author in Hamesivta, a publication of the 
Mesivta of Long Beach, NY. 
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However, there are far too many stu
dents who have difficulty learning and 
in spite of adequate intelligence1 do not 
feel sufficiently motivated. And others 
simply do not find learning at all 
rewarding. And thus they fail to become 
Torah learners as adults. 

So we have a task at hand: Can Torah 
learning be perceived in such a manner 
as per the aforementioned high school 
boys, so that it is innately rewarding and 
self-perpetuating? Can one learn to love 
learning? 

FULFILLMENT OR FUN? 

T
o begin with, one needs to set 
aside the notion that learning and 
schooling must be "fun;' or for 

that matter "life should be fun." This 
popular thought, generally ascribed to 
"modern psychology" (whatever that is), 
is just not so. Common sense tells us 
otherwise. There is great satisfaction and 
meaning in meeting one's obligations, 
in doing a job well, in understanding 
things deeply, in pleasing others, in 
doing things in a social-emotional set
ting, in exchanging points of view with 
others, and so on. 

Moreover, there are few tasks, if any, 
that objectively are either a chore or 
pleasure. Rather, it is attitude, time, place 
and context that make the difference. 

For example, the high-powered exec
utive who has servants at his beck and call 
might enjoy personally washing and wax
ing his car Sunday mornings. Or the 
affluent fellow who can well afford to buy 
the very best delicacy will enjoy more so 
the common fish he has caught by ris
ing early morning and bracing inclement 
weather to go deep sea fishing. 

More importantly, we will attempt to 
demonstrate that limud haTorah or 
study of, and involvement with, Torah 

1 There may be factors other than mental abili
ty operating that interfere with learning. Those, 
of course, may merit careful professional evalu
ation and intervention. 

is not at all analogous with "teaching and 
learning" as understood in common 
parlance. As a practical experiment, ask 
your neighbor's child to describe his feel
ings relating to the word "school." Then 
ask him to do so with the word "vaca
tion." The relative positive-negative 
responses should be obvious. By con
trast, to our boys mentioned earlier or 
to an adult Torah Jew, vacation is not at 
all the opposite of"learning:' They may 
very well be identical, or more so -
affording more time for learning. 

"LIMUD HATORAlf' AND "LEARNING" 

I
n a typical public school, we have 
teachers and students, and there is 
a subject matter to be mastered. The 

teacher needs to motivate the students 
by either demonstrating the relevance 
of the subject matter, or by being an 
entertainer in order to capture the stu
dents' interest. To continue the process 
of learning, the teacher must reinforce 
it through reward and punishment, i.e. 
grades, awards and diplomas. 

The student, on the other hand, must 
overcome the ever-present resistance to 
the chore of learning, and rejoices 
when the subject matter is mastered: 
Now he can stop learning. He knows what 
he is supposed to know'· 

Conversely, lehavdil, we visit a Torah 
study hall, a beis hamidrash- post high 
school, high school or even elementary 
school'. What have we here? Ideally we 

2 To be sure, here and there are voices in gener
al education speaking of the whole child, and of 
education primarily as observing, thinking, and 
discerning, freeing children from "deadly for
malism and teaching facts and words" (e.g. Pestel
lozzi in Henry Barnard's Pestellozi and His Edu
cational System, pp. 74-75, Syracuse: C.W. 
Bardeen 1854). Factually, however, the public 
school system remains subject-oriented. 

3 Children observe and learn not only what to do 
and how to do it, but also what is important in 
life, and what is less important. This importance 
of things is learned not by what he is told is 
important, but by what the child observes. Telling 
the child that he and the family is important while 
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do not have a formal classroom where 
a teacher, acting as a salesman, has to 
juggle a number of variables in order to 
"sell" his students, the reluctant buyers, 
for learning to take place. 

Instead we have excitement and dis
cussion. A blurring of teacher and 
learner. The Rebbe explains, the student 
argues, and wins a point or loses a point, 
but there emerge no losers, only winners. 
The Gemora is difficult, but there is the 
triumph in its mastery, and inti1nate 
social bonds are created and continually 
reinforced. "Generation gap;' ... "old 
fashioned," ... "times are different" -
what are you talking about? Here are 
Abaya and Rava, Rashi and Rabbeinu 
Tam, Rabbi Akiva Eiger and the Nesivos, 
the fifteen-year-old student and the fifty
year-old Rebbe- a team oflearners and 
teachers reveling in a spiritual delight 
ensconced in mutual love and respect. 
And a love and desire to do the same for 
the rest of their lives. 

Indeed, Torah learning continues. 
The child and his/her parent at the Shab
bos table, exchanging divrei Torah, Torah 
thoughts4 • Parent and child alternately 

the father unnecessarily spends most of his day 
in business sends at best the message that this is 
not so - it is business and money that are impor
tant. And at worst, it becomes a confused hyp
ocritical nlessage, with possible neurotic conse
quences. 

Similarly, the father who gets up five o' dock 
early 1norning to go fishing, rain or shine, sends 
one 1nessage. By contrast, the father who gets up 
on a cold winter morning with joy to learn sends 
quite another message. 

With the readers' permission, a word of drush: 
The baal Haggada says: V'es an1alei11u eilu hab
banim. To this, we say: Do you want to know how 
your child will grow up, what will be valued by 
him, what will be i1nportant? Then observe "es 
amaleinu," where you yourself toil, what is 
important enough to you, not only in doing, but 
also in expending extra effort and toil. 

4 A worthwhile incident from my personal 
office files: A severely depressed young man. No 
love from his father- only teaching, fixing, cor
recting, criticizing. I asked him: do you remem
ber one pleasant time with your father? After 
much thinking the young man replied that yes, 
there was one time when his father took him to 
a ball game. Because his father knew nothing 
about baseball, here the son could finally shine 
- and explain things to his father- rather than 
being at the receiving end of being told and crit
icized. 
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teaching and learning'. Then there are 
tens or hundreds of thousands of Tb rah 
Yidden- singly, in pairs or in groups
learning in homes, in the Beis Hamidrash, 
on commuter trains or by telephone. 

The early morning hour in the Torah 
home. It is cold, it is snowing - a day 
off, another hour of sleep? No, our 
lomdei Torah, our lomdei Daf Yo mi are 
up and about. For a cup of coffee? Yes, 
but with joy for a plunge into the most 
refreshing Yam Hatalmud - with our 
chaveirim. Learning, exhilarated, jug
gling savaros (points of view), oxy
genating our brains, expanding our love 
of G-d, of our fellow, of our Torah. 

Formally and informally. A man 
and his fellowman, meeting on a train 
or on a plane. Not each individually 
reaching for a drink of whiskey to calm 
oneself and withdraw from people into 
temporary oblivion or a relaxed rever
ie (or become emboldened to pick a 
fight). No, there can be excitement of a 
shared d'var Torah on today's daf- and 
the making of another friendship, even 
if it lasts only the length of this partic
ular journey. Yet any experience of an 
interpersonal nature helps to 1nake 
each participant into a "people person;' 
a lover of 1nan - a most potent and 
beneficial prescription for mental 
health. 

And, behold how we gather to cele
brate all of this. The joy, the love for 
learning, the sense of security; the love 
for G-d and for our fellow man - and 
the continuity of all this. 

Tens of thousands of individuals here, 
and likely hundreds of thousands the 
world over, are celebrating the Siyum 
HaShas, the completion of the Baby
lonian Talmud. There will be no caps 
and gowns, there will be no valedicto
rian or prizes and awards. Even the eel-

Must we have ball games for children to have a 
day in the sun? How beautiful for children who 
shine with their D'var Torah, their sevara (Torah 
point of view)! 

s Rabbi Betzalel Zolty ?tt::n, the late Chief Rabbi 
of Yerushalayi111, strongly urged to engage stu
dents as young as possible into 10111dus, mental 
debates in learning, in order to kindle joy and 
exciten1ent in them {heard at a Torah Umesorah 
convention). 

ebration of having completed Shas and 
knowing Shas will in very short order 
be put aside. In its place there will be the 
dedication to begin again, to learn, to 
know, to know better and know more 
- and to keep on learning ... a celebra
tion of dedicating ourselves to a lifetime 
of learning. 

LEARNING TO LOVE, LEARNING TO 
LEARN, AND LEARNING TO LOVE 

LEARNING 

L
earning as living is an ongoing1 

life-long process. It is bein adam 
le'atzmo, intra-personal: men darf 

zich oisarbeiten, one needs to grow. It is 

We illvite you to 
respond once again. 

Due to o technical difficulty we were 
unable to retrieve old messages. 

Orthodox Jewish Social Service 
Agency is searching for Shidduchim 

on behalf of highly capable, trum 
young men in their 30's. 

These young men have mild learning 
disabilities, are stable and in 

long-term employment. If you know 
of suitable young women. 

Please call 718-692-5924 
Information will be kept in strict confidence 
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also bein adani lechaveiro, interperson
al in that it involves the way he inter
acts with others6• And it is bein adam 
laMakom, spirituaF in how one relates 
to his Creator. How does one get initi
ated into such an experience? 

"Mipi olelim v'yonkim y'sadta oz, from 
the mouths of infants and sucklings You 
[Ribbono Shel Olam] have established 
Your might".' We refer to the Metzudos 
and to the Ibn Ezra - and we add. The 
infant's mouth contains a host of mir
acles within a miracle. The mouth 
learns from the moment of birth - it 
learns loving and it learns learning. And 
because learning and loving are inextri
cably interwoven, it follows that, well han
dled, one should learn to love learning;. 

Mipt The child enters this world fully 
equipped physically, but there is uo out
ward evidence of either social-emotional 
or cognitive-mental-verbal functioning. 

6 It is also bein adam le'atzmo. How one deals with 
others shapes that person himself. It makes one 
into a lover of man or into a person who is habit
ually kind, angry, jealous, etc. There is a Torah 
prescription for all of this. 

7Every human being has a spiritual life, i.e. mean
ing what life is all about. 

s Compare the words of Targun1 referring to 
"speaking man" as ruach me1nalleleh, and Rashts 
translation of ruach Elokim as the kisei hakavod, 
the Ribbono Shel Ola1n, kaveyachol, Himself 
(Bereishis 1,2). 

9 Parenthetically, pediatricians advise parents to 
hold their children while feeding them. Holding 
and cuddling children is very important, for there 
is a correlation between loving and learning. 
Clearly, children learn best when teachers are lov
ing and caring. 

There is, however, a great deal of scien
tific evidence that the embryo has 
already learned of the emotional climate 
while in his mother's womb. For us there 
is a great deal more. 

First, there is the Torah the Malach 
learns with every embryo (Nidda 30b ), 
creating an implant wherein his future 
learnings of Torah will be absorbed10. 
Then there is the Torah home in which 
his mother carried him for nine 
months11 • At birth and thereafter, there 
is the Torah language the infant "hears," 
both the emotional part of parent-child 
interaction which is part of darchei 
no'am (Mishlei 3,1), the sweetness of 
Torah behavior and relatedness, and the 
cognitive/verbal learning one "sees and 
hears" even at the most primitive level. 
There is Taras imecha (Mishlei 1,8), the 
ostensibly minor doings of mother. Her 
sweet mannerisms, her saying a beracha 
with the child, the washing of his 
hands, the Modeh Ani, and so forth. And 
then -when the child begins to speak 
formally- there is the Torah tziva lanu 
Moshe (Succa 42a) of the father... all of 
this, naturally, imparted lovingly. A most 

!llWhat is the purpose of the angels teaching the 
embryo Torah, when at birth all is forgotten? A 
word of drush: \Ve know of tissue rejection of for
eign bodies. Torah has to be al levavecha, inter
nally implanted. Thus the Torah one learns is not 
really foreign - it is the return of one's ovvn "tis
sue." 

11 See Avos 2,8, Bartenura. Rabbi Yochanan ben 
Zakai praised the 1nother of Rabbi Yehoshua ben 
Chananya for taking him, while still in her womb, 
to the beis han1idras/1 for lengths of time. 

joyful environment of loving and ]earn
ing, ensconced in a loving and learning 
setting - poised to go on ad infinitum. 

FORMAL SCHOOLING VERSUS 
"LEARNING" AS A MODE OF LIVING 

The word "schooling" denotes 
whatever transpires in a typical 
classroom in the world around us. 

Involved there is specific subject matter 
to be mastered, clearly defining the 
teacher and the student, a formal setting, 
and numerous other factors. 

"Learning;' on the other hand, is ded
icated to a far broader activity -
namely, for something one does all his 
life. Learning about one's environment, 
about oneself, about others, about self. 
esteem and competency, how to do 
things and how to feel about things, and 
much more. The Torah Jew does all of 
this in a Torah manner - this is 
limud ... or rather, being oisek baTorah. 

La'asok b'divrei Torah: We arise every 
morning, we do our things and we thank 
Hashem for our Torah with the beracha 
"La'asok b'divrei Torah, to occupy our
selves with the words of (also: matters 
of) Torah." Hopefully, we will learn, i.e. 
study on that day more than the few 
words which follow this beracha. 

Moreover, la'asok, occupying our
selves with Torah, is nothing less than 
the full range of human function in a 
Torah manner. It is a totality of existence. 
It involves thinking, feeling, doing -
twenty-four hours a day- and, hope-

The p.restigious journa:l 
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fully, it is a continuation of what was 
begun much much earlier, and a bridge 
to all that will continue. 

The wisest of men, Shlomo Ham
elech, compared the receiving of the 
Torah to one's day of marriage". Sim
ply put, one is not married for an hour 
or a day; there is no such thing as a part
time spouse. Similarly, to be truly a 
Torah Jew is a total twenty-four hour 
matter: how one eats, sleeps, greets a fel
low man, and so forth. Thus one is truly 
aseik, occupied, with words and matters 
of Torah all day long. 

In sum, schooling is an invasion of 
sorts, force-feeding facts to the reluctant 
student. By contrast, learning is a nat
ural function of living. At its ideal, it is 
a continuation of what takes place in 
utero, at birth, and during the years that 
follow. One goes to school looking for
ward to finishing so as to get on with life. 
Being a Torah Jew involves a lifetime of 
learning. 

LEARNING TO LOVE LEARNING 

H
ow does one forge that envi
ronment where loving parallels 
learning, and their contiguity 

assures learning to love learning? We 
return to the miracle of Mipi, the 
mouth, as an instrument of loving and 
of learning. 

The infant is born, unlike ani1nals, 
totally helpless for an extended period 
of time. This time is not wasted. The 
child's helplessness - and the parents' 
instinctual need to help - create a 
bond that fashions an emotional life 
within. The infant feels loved. He 
learns that people exist to help, he 
learns to depend on others, and a rela
tionship is formed - a rudimentary 
beginning of social-emotional func
tioning. All of this depends on com
munication, and its primary organ -
Mipi, the mouth - the very beginning 
of cognitive-verbal functioning ... a 
beautiful symbiosis of the primary 
functions of man, to think and to feel 
- within a context of love. 

12 "Tzc'cna u'rc'enn Bnos Tzion"; see Rashi on how 
the day of n1arriage refers to the day of A1nttan 
Torah, Shir Hashiriln 3, ! l. 
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To elaborate a bit: 
The infant cries, the mother responds 

with the bottle- communication has taken 
place, the n10uth, the Mipi, "works." Some 
time later, the infant cries again, but the bot
tle is still in the refrigerator. So the moth
er "babbles": Yes) sweetheart) the bottie is 
con1ing, it has to be warmed, etc. etc. The 
child "hears" and conies to understand 
words. No, not the content of the message. 
But these soft words "mediate," they 
"inform" the child that his message, the cry, 
has been received, and mother's comforting 
words tell him that help is on the way. 

In time, the infant himself begins to bab
ble random sounds. One day. the child emits 
a sound vaguely resembling the word "ma." 
Suddenly there is excitement. Mom1ny 
calls Daddy and her neighbors: "The baby 
is speaking. He said ma!" Again he says 
"1na," and n1ommy says: "Yes, sweetheart. 
Ma, Mommy. ... He said Mommy." 

What exactly is happening here? To 
begin with, there are no demands, no 
deadlines, no teaching, no correcting. 
The unrelated sounds are ignored, and 
the related sound, the vague "ma;' is 
reinforced (operant conditioning) 
again and again, with smiles and with 
joy. Something is learned without hav
ing been taught. Additionally, the 
mother adds: Yes. "Ma." "Mommy." And 
thereby perfects (shapes) the imprecise 
sound of "ma" into the perfect 
"mommy." No pain) no criticism, no 

teaching - only learning. 1' And lo and 
behold, the child learns words, sentence 
structure, elementary grammar. Learn
ing is ensconsed in a loving, rewarding 
environment. Can we now transpose 
this learning to all learning, so that our 
child will learn to learn, learn to love, 
and learn to love learning? 

School principals and Roshei Yeshi
va search far and wide for rebbe'im and 
teachers who are well versed in subject 
matter, experienced, motivated, and 
have a clear command of the language 
and the ability to explain things well. 
V\lho can argue with these requirements[ 
But there is one more thing, the inter
personal nekuda, the intangible emo
tional spark that fires the learning 
process. 

Moshe Rabbeinu, Moshe our Teacher, 
was the teacher par excellence. What 
Moshe did not have is experience, a bag 
of tricks for motivation, or great verbal 
facility. When charged with leading and 
teaching his people, he cried out: "I am 
not experienced ... I am not a speaker ... 
I am heavy of speech ... send anyone but 
me" (Shemos 4,10 and 13). Yet Moshe 
was the definitive Rabbeinu, with the 
Divine assurance of"they will listen to 
you" ( Shemos 3, 18. See Rashi and Sifsei 

n Mori V'Rebbe Rabbi Shlomo Hei1nan 7"~ truly 
never criticized nor negated, but always "shaped" 
- that is, improved upon the student's imper
fection - with love and caring. 
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• 
At its ideal, learning 

1s a continuation of 

what takes place in 

utero, at birth, and 

during the years that 

follow. One goes to 

school looking forward 

to finishing so as to get 

on with life. Being a 

Torah Jew involves a 

lifetime of learning . 

• 
Chachamim). And Rashi adds: they 
will listen to you automatically, because 
you are speaking in the manner of 
"pakod yifkod." What exactly is the 
"magic" in the words of"pakod yifkod'? 
It lies in the concept of pakod. Pakod 
connotes loving, caring and concern, 
attentiveness, warmth and intimacy.14 

The rebbe and the talmid, the parent 
and the child, the chaver early morning 
or late at night, the fellow learner on the 
plane - and the chavrusa, the great 
group of lomdei Shas jointly relating and 
caring: lehagdil Torah u'lehadira, with a 
common goal for the greatness of 
Torah. • 

- -- - - -- -

14 Note: a) V'Hashem pakad es Sarah, Hashem 
remembered and cared about Sarah {Bereishis 
21,!}. b) V'yajkod hamelech pekidim, the king 
would appoint officers to attend to this matter, 
(Esther 2,3). c) Vayifkod Shimshon ess ishto, and 
Shimshon was intimate with his wife, (Shoftim 
15,l ). d) Ki lo nijkod memenu ish, no one was lost 
in battle. There was concern about human lives 
(Bamidbar 31, 49.) 

Pakod is remembering, attending, loving con
cern and much more. It is feeling, caring, con
necting and true intimacy. 
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IN THE WAKE OF THE SIYUM HASHAS Rabbi Eliezer Katzman 

An Unsung Hero -

RABBI MOSHE MENACHEM MENDEL SPIVAK 1"~n 
The Martyred Originator of the Daf Yomi Concept, Who Steered 

the Folio-a-Day Plan From a Dream to Reality 

j with all the feverish prepara-
·~ lions for the gala Siyum 
~ HaShas of the DafYomi, 
] one name lies dormant and 
" neglected - Rabbi Moshe Men
~ a chem Spivak ""~n, ·r·~n. l Although every cheder yin gel 
~ knows that Rabbi Meir Shapiro, 
~ the "Lubliner Rav," proposed 
~ the Daf Yomi idea at the first 
~ Knessia Gedolah, held in 
l Vienna in 1924, very few are 

aware that the idea was ~ § actually proposed in an 
~ Agudath Israel publica
°" tion in December 1920 
~ 
3 (Kislev 5681) ! 
8 

t 
E 
~ 

One of the first issues of Digleinu, 1 

the voice of Zeirei Agudath Israel, (Vol. 
I, No. 7) contained his proposal to orga
nize a world-wide "Chevra Shas," involv
ing business men, laborers and workers 

• Digleinu was edited by the indefatigable paragon 
of Agudah activism, Rabbi Alexander Zushe 
Friedman ;"r,;, who in addition to his talents as 
a master orator, mesn1erizing 1nasses of Polish 
Jewry to recognize the ideals of the Agudah, uti
lized his considerable literary talents to capture 
a far greater, international audience by editing a 
number of Agudah publications. Jie was also 
author of the popular classic, Der Tbrah Kvall 
(which has been since translated into Hebrew, as 
Maayana Slwl Torah, as '~'ell as English). In addi
tion, he popularized halacha and pilpulfor youth 
by publishing his relatively unknown, rare Kesef 
Mezukak (Warsaw 1938), a shortened, si1npler 
version of the KesefNivcharon sugyos haShaswith 
essential lo1ndishc discussions geared toward the 
younger reader. This pan1phlet has never been 
republished. 

Rabbi Katzman is on the editorial board of the 
Torah journal Yeshurun, and has served as a con
sultant on Judaica for Sotheby's and other auc
tion houses. 
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alike to study a blatt Gemora together, 
through the entirety of Shas. 

His heart-rending appeal, which 
depicts the spiritual condi

tion of post-World 
War I European 

Jewry, fell upon deaf 
ears. The community 

was still reeling from 
the effects of the war 

and many people were 
too busy attending to 

their barest physical 
needs. 

Rabbi Spivak did not 
give up hope and 

approached Rabbi Meir 
Shapiro to broach the subject 

at the opening ceremony of 
Yeshivas Chachmei Lublin (Rabbi Spi
vak was then the Rabbi of Krasnebrod 
near Lublin). Rabbi Shapiro felt that this 
was not the proper forum but promised 
Rabbi Spivak that he would correspond 
with him on this subject. 

When Rabbi Shapiro finally pre
sented the DafYomi proposal in the elec
trified atmosphere of the Knessia 
Gedolah, he had already encountered 
serious opposition from other gedolim. 
He had to bring to the fore all his mul
tifaceted talents as a master strategist, 
tactician, and orator in order to over
come the many hidden landmines set in 
his path. 

In the excitement of the moment, he 
neglected to mention Rabbi Spivak's 
name as the originator of the idea in the 
Digleinu. Rabbi Shapiro later wrote to 
Rabbi Spivak apologizing for the fact 
that he did not give him due recogni-

lion. In his lifetime, Rabbi Spivak was 
opposed to his family publicizing this 
matter, because he was afraid that the 
honor of Rabbi Meir Shapiro might be 
besmirched by implication. 

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES 

K
bbi Moshe Menchem Spivak 

was born in Shenitza (near War
aw) in l 880 to a family of 

Kotzker and Gerer Chassidim. In his 
youth, he gained fame as a child prodi
gy. Unlike most prodigies, who excel in 
their sharp acumen but may not be the 
greatest masmidim (diligent scholars), 
Reb Moshe Menachem in his quick, 
unassuming manner studiously gained 
wide erudition in the broadest range of 
Torah subjects. 

After his marriage, he settled in the 
small town ofTchizev (near Bialystock), 
becoming acquainted with and corre
sponding with the Gedolim of Lithua
nia. He obtained smicha from the Aruch 
Hashulchan', the dayanim of Warsaw, 
and other lu1ninaries. 

In l 911, he was appointed (upon the 
recommendation of the Gerer Rebbe, the 
Imrei Emes) as Rabbi of Padzamtze, a 
small town and estate which the Kamin
er brothers, Reb Lipa and Reb Henach 
(brothers-in-law of the Sfas Emes), leased 
from a scion of the Russian nobility. 

After WWI, when Poland gained 
independence from its Russian over
lords, the Kaminer brothers Jost most of 

2 Rabbi Yechiel Michel Epstein, Rav of Novaradok. 
See Chain1 Shapiro's article in The Jewish Observ
e1; March '86. 
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• 
Rabbi Spivak perished in 

Auschwitz, one of Six 

Million Kedoshim. Every 

day, tens of thousands of 

Jews are his beneficiaries, 

as they carry out his plan of 

learning through the entirety 

of Shas, one daf at a time. 

Zechuso yagein aleinu! 

• their assets, and Rabbi Spivak left for 
Daleshitz and snbsequently to Krasne
brod, jebdziva and then Zaranbe (near 
Bialystock). 

In 1935, he published his work 
Mateh MosheJ containing both halachic 
novellae on Torah and Responsa. He 
received haskamos (approbations) from 
the most prominent Lithuanian, Polish 
and Galician gedolim (including the Ohr 
Some' ach, the Aruch Hashulchan, Rabbi 
ltzel Ponivezer, Rabbi Meir Arik, the 
Broder Rav - Rabbi Avraham Mendel 
Steinberg, Rabbi Yaakov Schorr of Kitev, 
and Rabbi Moshe Nachum Yerushal
imsky of Kielcz.) Both the Ohr Some' ach 
and the Aruch Hashulchan state that his 
chiddushei Torah should be widely dis
seminated because even Gedolei Yisroe 
can learn and derive great pleasure fr0·~11 
his bekius and charifus - his encyclo
pedic knowledge and brilliant insights. 

Rabbi Spivak perished in Auschwitz, 
one of Six Million Kedoshim. Every day, 
tens of thousands of Jews are his ben
eficiaries, as they carry out his plan of 
learning through the entirety of Shas, 
one daf at a time. Zechuso yagein 
aleinu! • 

-' The Mateh Moshe together with a section of 
bnrei Shefer, by the author's brother, Rabbi Naftali 
Spivak, the RavofVishogrod, was published by 
his nephew and son in Jerusalem/Zurich, 1980. 
Very few copies, however, reached the USA, as 
most copies were disseminated in Europe and 
Eretz Yisroel. 
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lN THE WAKE OF THE SiYUM HASHAS 

Shas Cl More) 
Literally on 

Your Fingertips 
I

n medieval times, Louis of France 
(later to be dubbed a saint) collect
ed 24 cartloads of the Talmud and 

burned them publicly. Happening as it 
did before the advent of the printing 
press, his intention was to completely 
eradicate all traces of the Jewish people's 
holiest books. He almost succeeded. 

If he tried to do that today, though, 
his task would be much more daunting 
because not only are there more print
ed Jewish books in more Jewish house
holds than ever before, but with the 
coming of the Computer Age, every Jew
ish household can now possess the most 
extensive Jewish library on one small 
plastic CD-ROM disk. 

Witb the tenth Siyum HaShas upon 
us, and computer technology advancing 
literally daily at a mind-boggling clip, 
now is an appropriate time to review the 
current state of Torah in the Comput
er Age, note its usefulness and potential 
pitfalls, and get a glimpse of where it 
may be going in the future. 

A BRIEF HISTORY 

A
ingle CD-ROM disk is capable 

of holding literally an entire 
·oomful of hundreds of vol

umes of full-length books. Since com
puters nowadays come standard with 
technology to play CD-ROMs, every 
home can have access to this informa
tion. Long before the advent of CD
ROMs, though, plans to fuse Torah and 
the con1puter were under way. 

Scientists and scholars at Bar llan 

Yaakov Astor is a published author whose arti
cles have appeared in these pages- n1ost recent
ly, "The One-Minute Kiruv Person" (Jan. '97). 
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University were the first to serious
ly attempt to put Torah into a com
puter format. Several years and 
millions of dollars later (but still 
before computers became common 
in the home), hundreds of volumes 
of she'ei/os uteshuvos (halachic 
responsa) along with Tanach, Shas 
and other basic texts were available. 

The benefits were immediately rec
ognizable. Imagine, for instance, a Rav 
who was asked a complicated question 
regarding an aguna. With one press of 
a button, he could immediately have at 
his fingertips everyplace in hundreds of 
volumes of responsa where the word 
"aguna" (or whatever keyword he 
chooses) was found. 

Ten years ago, the cost of purchasing 
this library was about $30,000. Then, the 
home PC was introduced - and a few 
years later, the CD-ROM. The price of 
Bar Ilan has since plummeted to about 
$700 or even less. At the same time, the 
number of texts on the disk and the 
technology around it improved tremen
dously. Similarly, competition arose. 

Davka Corporation began marketing 
their Judaic Classics Library Deluxe. 
While including the basic texts already 
in the Bar Ilan ( Tanach, Shas, Midrash, 
etc.), this version made no attempt to 
offer responsa; rather it presented a 
broader range of commentaries on 
Tanach, as well as hashkafa texts, like the 
writings of the Mahara/, the She/ah 
Hakadosh and Rabbi Moshe Chaim Luz
zatto. Davka also began marketing the 
Soncino version of the Talmud, Midrash 
Rabba and Zahar, which today remain 
the only full English translations of these 
texts on CD-ROM. Like the Bar llan, all 

Yaakov Astor 

texts could be searched almost instant
ly, printed and copied into a word 
processor. 

Since then, new Torah library CD
ROMs have hit the market. In the past 
year alone, there have been two new such 
programs, while several already-existing 
ones were upgraded. TES, Torah Edu
cational Software (who are also the dis
tributors of the Bar llan University CD
ROM), released their Judaic Archives and 
Otzar HaPoskim's Window To Shas & 
Rishonim. Both fill niches previously 
unftlled. Judaic Archives is similar to the 

Shaya Lebovits, CSW 
NY State 
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Individual, 
Marital and 

Family Counseling 
Experienced with 
members of the 

Chassidishe and 
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Judaic Classics Deluxe, but has even more 
commentaries on Tanach, and vastly 
more hashkafa texts. The Otzar 
HaPoskim CD-ROM contains com
mentaries of the Rishonim on Shas. (The 
Rishonim on Bar Ilan, by contrast, are 
responsa-oriented sefarim, not Talmu
dic commentaries.) 

hashkafa and Chassidus. 
Unfortunately, the program suf

fered from technical difficulties, 
including some glaring inaccuracies 
and even entire chapters of missing 
texts. (Plus, unlike Davka and TES, DBS 
has no dedicated technical support staff 
for customers with problems.) DBS is 
in the process of releasing an upgrad
ed version which will contain even 
more texts and will attempt to correct 
some of the technical problems extant 
in previous versions. 

Another company, DBS, also began 
producing a Torah mega-library on CD
ROM. This product offered an extreme
ly broad range of texts, although noth
ing in the responsa category. Jn 
addition to the basics, there are unique 
selections from the world of kabbala, 

DBS and Bar Ilan, in fact, have 
upgraded their products more than once 
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I YESHIVA RABBI SAMSON RAPHAEL HIRSCH , 
Entrance Exam for Grade 
Nine for the School Year 
1997-98/5758 

Beth facob High School 1 
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will "T"lr.l take place on Sunday, November 16, 10:00 AM 

Our school has established a well-deserved reputation 
as an outstanding Beth Jacob institution. It provides: 

• An intensive program ofTorah education, designed to produce B'nos Chayil. 

• An excellent program of General Studies leading to a Regents Diploma, accredited 
by the State of New York, Advance Placement Courses leading to a full year of college 
credit, are available in grade 12. 

• Guidance services and personal attention to student needs. 

• Transportation from Monsey, Northern NJ., Riverdale, the Bronx, Midtown, & 
Queens. 

FOR APPLICATION PLEASE CALL (212) 568-6200 

over the years (and offer the upgrade at 
a modest price to registered users). The 
most recent Bar Ilan upgrade demon
strates that not only are these programs 
growing in terms of qnantity of texts but 
in terms of features as well. The newest 
Bar llan, for instance, includes an 
extremely valuable feature called hyper
text. This gives a user the ability to open, 
say, a passage in Tanach and instantly 
press a button that brings up all the 
cross-references in Shas where that 
passage is discussed (or from Shas, every 
other place where Ras hi or Tosafos cite 
that dafi. 

It is clear from all the above exam
ples that Torah and computers make 
more than interesting bedfellows: for 
many, they have become an integral part 
of the fabric of contemporary Jewish life. 
Questions remain, though. Is this pro
liferation universally acknowledged as 
positive? And what innovations might 
be just over the horizon? 

CD-ROMS ON THE BACKS 
OF DONKEYS? 

S
ome are cynical about the com
puter revolution and its conse
quences for Torah learning. I heard 

someone remark facetiously that if you 
put a CD-ROM on the back of a don
key you still have a donkey. The impli
cation - that computer technology may 
enable relatively (or essentially) 
unlearned people to appear far more 
learned and broadly read than they actu
ally are. Or they may use the technolo
gy as a shortcut for Torah learning, an 
easy way of performing something 
which requires the most serious and 
strenuous of efforts. For it is not mere
ly in the content of one's knowledge, but 
the total dedication to and hard work 
of learning Torah that transforms one 
from little more than an advanced 
intellectual animal into a truly accom
plished and holy talmid chacham. 

Others see in the Computer Revolu
tion another example of yeridas hadoros, 
the "Diminution of the Generations." 
Previous generations, the argument 
goes, learned fine without computers. 
Indeed, lacking the option to rely on the 
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vast storage and retrieval capabilities of 
computers, they were forced to develop 
their innate mental capacities and 
researching skills to a far greater degree 
than is commonly found today. There
fore, using a co1nputer, for ourselves or 
our children, is a crutch. If we rely on 
the crutch, we let atrophy an ability pre
vious generations had, and in effect are 
succumbing to the deteriorating effects 
of time and galus. So goes the argument. 

This is not in essence a new argu
ment. For instance, the Maharal (among 
others) lodged a comparable complaint 
against the Mishna Torah of the Ram
bam'. He argued that relying on a sim
plified code of halacha allowed (perhaps 
even encouraged) one to bypass the true 
rigors of the learning process (yegia 
ha Torah), which is a key factor separat
ing genuine talmidei chachamin1 from 
imitators. The appearance of Mishna 
Torah can be viewed, therefore, as a 
proof of yeridas hadoros, a weakening of 
the generation; otherwise, why would it 
have to rely on a crutch unneeded in 
previous generations - and more so, a 
crutch that could conceivably be seen as 
part of the problem that perpetuated the 
weakening process? 

Similarly, this generation's growing 
dependence on the use of computers to 
research a topic may well indeed be 
symptomatic of yeridas hadoros.And we 
should remain ever watchful that per
haps this wondrous tool is becoming an 
unnecessary and even harmful crutch in 
our own, and/or our children's, chinuch. 
At the same time, I believe we should 
also consider the fact that just as the 
Mishna Torah became its own means for 
a new yegia baTorah, so too can com
puter technology be viewed to poten
tially possess such powers, in its own 
limited way. A CD-ROM may cut down 
homs of searching for a string of rele
vant passages strewn throughout Shas 
and Poskim (or Tanach, Midrashim and 
the Co1nmentaries); moreover, the deci
sion what to find and how to find it is 
a chachma in itself. And then how to syn
thesize and formulate the information 
into a coherent and genuine chiddush 

'Nesiv HaTorah. 
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(Torah insight) or halachic decision 
requires a mental acuity no computer 
can perform. 

While technology can be used as a 
crutch or a facile shortcut to create a 
false air of authority, nevertheless by cut
ting down hours of tedious searching, 
opening up new possibilities of associ
ations between texts, and other advan
tages, it can extend the range of a gen
uine Torah scholar's abilities. A 
CD-ROM will not transform a donkey 
into a Torah scholar. But it can make 
Torah scholars - or aspiring Torah 
scholars - into more effective and pro
ductive Torah scholars. The choice is in 
the hands of the user. 

So let us consider the possibility that 
the invention of the computer may be 
revealed at this time to play a positive 
role, and perhaps even a decisive role in 
the dissemination of Torah. Perhaps it's 
some other reason (or set of reasons). 
Who can say for sure? What we are cer
tain of, however, is that the technology 
is here. It makes sense, therefore, to uti-

Rabbi Aryeh Schechter 
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computers make 

more than 

learning in front of a book. 

interesting bedfellows: 

for many, they have 

become an integral part 
~ of the fabric of 

contemporary Jewish life. Questions remain, 

though. Is this proliferation universally 

acknowledged as positive? And what innovations 

might be iust over the horizon? 

One company, TES, has produced a 
program that stands to create a revolu
tion in this software genre. Master Daf, 
as it is called, presents the user with a 
crisp, size-adjustable and printable 
tzuras hadafpage on screen. In addition, 
the entire mesechta- one mesechta per 
CD-ROM - can be listened to with an 
English line-by-line translation and 
explanation at the click of a button. 
Another feature, which permits instan
taneous access to cross-references in 
Torah Ohr, Mesoras HaShas and the Ein 
Mishpat, allows the user to automatically 
bring up any relevant passages anywhere 
in Tanach (Hebrew with an English 
translation), Shas, the Rambam and the 
Shulchan Aruch - all for less than the 
price of a typical ArtScroll Gemora. 

In essence, this makes the page of the 
Gemora three-dimensional. Anything 
can be looked up or listened to right 
away. Any note (written in the built-in 
word processor or spoken into the 
built-in voice recorder) can be called up 
at the press of a button. 

lize it to our advantage while remain
ing ever-vigilant against abuses. 

OVER THE HORIZON 

Wat does the future hold? 
Until now, despite their popularity, 

Torah mega-libraries on CD-ROM have 
been used by the majority of people as 
a reference tool more than a regular, 
daily learning tool - if for no other rea-
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• 
son than that none of the existing pro
grams present the page of the Talmud 
in the familiar tzuras hadaf(formulat
ed with the commentaries of Rashi and 
Tosafos flanking theGemora text). With 
the advent of the Siyum HaShas, 
though, developers are working fever
ishly on products designed to help daf 
yomi participants, and others, make 
learning a page of the Talmud more 
accesible and at least as advantageous as 

The verdict as to whether Torah in 
the Computer Age is being used or 
abused has not been handed down. If, 
however, we remain on guard against 
possible abuses, the applications of this 
technology and others that are sure to 
follow can only mean more avenues for 
the proliferation of Torah study. • 

SEASONS OF MAJESTY: Days of Awe; Days of Joy 
This year bring a new dimension of awe, splendor, joy, and radiance to 
your Rosh Hashanah, Yorn Kippur, Sukkos, and Simchas Torah. 

ELUL: Attaining Nearness to G-d • Rosh Hashanah: Anniversary of Creation • Scriptural Read

ings and Mussaf Benedictions of Rosh Hashanah • The Ten Days oi Penitence • Kol Nidrei Eve and 

the Teshuvah Concept • The Soul-Searing Tefillos of Yorn Kippur • Sukkos: Festival of Joy • Shemi

ni Atzeres/Simchas Torah - Avodah MeAhavah • Relevant Yorn Tov Narratives • Thousands of 

bb
. byh . 

Ra 1 Zee anah 
Footnotes and Source References • Extensive Indices. 

Fend el 
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Our nurses understand 
what Kashrus means 
to you. 
MJGC Home Care begins with the 
quality care that you would expect 
from Metropolitan Jewish Health 
System. With that comes a tradition 
of caring with the needs of the frum 

MJGC Home Care offers: 

• Skilled nursing 
• Infusion therapy 
• Physical, occupational 

and speech therapy 

community in mind. We train our nurses 
and other health care professionals to be 
responsive to the halachic needs of the 
people we serve. 

• Maternal and child care 
• Nutritional counseling 
• Home health aide 
• Medical equipment and supplies 

Call the LinkLine, (718) 921-8800, 
for your free guide to MJGC Home Care. 

MJGC HOME CARE 
6323 Seventh Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11220-4711 

MJGC Home Care is a certified Medicare/Medicaid provider for the borough of Brooklyn. 
It is a program of Shorefront Jewish Geriatric Center, a participating agency of Metropolitan 
Jewish Health System. · 



Pinchas Osher Rohr 

A Treasure Lost ... An 
Appreciation of Rabbi Moshe 
Arye Freund i1~1:i7 i7~1~ 1~i 

One Year Since His Passing 

T
here is no other way to say it. Kial 
Yisroel has lost a treasure with the 
passing a year ago (20 Ellul, 

5756) of Rabbi Moshe Arye Freund, late 
Rav of the Eida Hachareidis of 
Jerusalem. Although many people out
side his circle know little about him, it 
was not for nothing that the Chazon Ish 
called him a gadol hador over forty years 
ago. How much more so was he worthy 
of that description in his last years, how
ever little the general public knows about 
him. 

To begin to appreciate his true 
worth, we have to assess not only his 
outstanding accomplishments in Torah 
and Rabbanus, but also his role as a strik
ing reminder of the tzaddikim, the 
ehrlicher Yidden, of pre-War Eastern 
Europe. It is one of the tragedies of the 
Holocaust that our generation is day by 
day growing further removed from the 
warmth and richness of Torah which 
even ordinary people of those times 
lived and breathed. Let us take a few 
minutes, then, to look closely at the life 
of this leading paradigm of that gener
ation, of that era. 

REMNANT FROM THE OLD WORLD 

Rf 
bbi Moshe Arye Freund was 

born ninety-three years ago into a 
egacy of several generations of dis

tinguished Hungarian Rabbanim. Further 
back, he traced his ancestry to such great 
luminaries as the Rema, the Maharsha~ 

- ------- - ------- -

Pinchos Osher Rohr is a free-lance writer who 
lives in the Me'ah She'arim neighborhood of 
Jerusalem. 
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the Shach, and the Beis Yosef 
His grandfather, Rebbe 

Avrohom Yehoshua, 7··::n, was 
the Rav of Nosiad, Hungary, 
and a distinguished Chassid of 
the Rebbe, Reh Chaim of Sanz, 
the "Rebbe's Rebbe" of his 
time. Once when the K'sav 
Sofer was about to visit the 
Rebbe Yehoshua'le, his father, 
the Chasam Sofer, warned 
him, "If you say over any 
Torah to him, do it as quickly 
as possible, since if you give 
him any time he'll tear all your 
arguments to pieces." A 
glimpse of the Rebbe 
Yehoshua'le's view of the 
world can be gained from 
something he said at every 
opportunity, "Anyone who 
doesn't receive a visit from 
Eliyahu HaNavi at least twice 
a year, I have to suspect was 
not present at Mount Sinai." 

Rabbi Moshe Arye's 
father, Reh Yisroel, was the 
Rav of Honiad and a talmid 
of the Kedushas Yom Yov of 
Siget. At the age of eight, Reb 
Moshe Arye could quote 
long passages of Sefer Kedushas Yom 
Tov from memory; by the time he was 
twenty-one, he had on the tip of his 
tongue a good part of Shas (with 
Rashi, Tosafos and Rishonim) as well 
as significant portions of Yoreh De' ah 
and Choshen Mishpat and their com
mentaries. From the age of eighteen, 
his grandfather had him participate in 

the most difficult cases that came 
before the city's beis din. 

Before the Second World War, Reb 
Moshe Arye served as a Rosh Yeshiva in 
the city of Satmar, and though he was 
not officially a dayan, no significant case 
was decided in the city without con
sulting him. During that time he devel
oped an exceptional expertise in the laws 
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of agunos'. After the war, he was to estab
lish a special beis din in Satmar to which 
desolate women from far and wide 
streamed for relief. 

Enduring Auschwitz 

O
n the second of Sivan 5704, he 
arrived in Auschwitz, where he 
witnessed his wife and eight 

children being sent to the crematorium 
while he was sentenced to hard labor. 
Even under grueling conditions his 
faith remained strong, and with enor
mous dedication he was able to avoid 
violating Shabbos and eating treifus. (All 
our information about this heroic peri
od in his life comes from fellow sur
vivors; he never uttered a word about his 
suffering. Whenever anyone pressed 
him for infonnation, he would answer 
quietly, "l don't remember:') 

When the Germans v··, attempted to 
force him to work on Shabbos he hid in 
a pit covered with leaves and branches, 
and from there offered his prayers to the 
One Who gave him the opportunity to 
sing His praises on the day of rest. 

Eventually his companions had him 
made a water carrier, relatively easy work 
which did not involve chillul Shabbos. He 
urged every Jew to whom he gave 
water to make a blessing before drink
ing - whatever trials their faith was 
enduring, whatever pressure they were 
under to deny their obligations to 
Hashem. "Do you think Hashem has 
changed in the slightest?" he would ask 
them. "No, He still rules the world just 
as much now as He did before this hap
pened, and it's still forbidden to enjoy 
anything in His world without first 
blessing Him." 

He was a source of comfort and 
encouragement for everyone around 
him: "Things will get better; Hashem 
won't let them destroy His people." 

He himself continued his learning, 
and at every opportunity he would 
'Wo1ncn whose husbands' whereabouts are 
unknown. This is an exceedingly con1plex and 
sensitive area of halacha: on the one hand, it 
would be a grave error to allow a woman whose 
husband is still alive to renrnrry; at the same tilne, 
it is cruel to leave stranded a woinan whose hus
band is really dead. 
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review portions of Torah from memo
ry. For a time, he was with the Klausen
herger Rebbe 7 .. '11, and at every oppor
tunity the two would pool their Torah 
knowledge, one saying a Gemora with 
Rashi, the other supplying the Tosafos. 

With amazing stubbornness, he held 
tight to as many of his Chassidic prac
tices as humanly possible in those 
inhuman surroundings. From some
where he found a cup and bowl so he 
could wash negel vasser at his bedside 
when he awoke in the morning. One 
morning he was awakened by an info-

THE FINEST 

IN 

PHOTOGRAPHY 

AND VIDEO 

UsA/JSRAEL 

''I wish I could 
speak to a 

frum therapist 
on the phone 
without giving 

my name.'' 

riated kapo who beat him with a rifle 
butt and showered him with insults: 
"Look who's trying to act like a Rebbe 
here in camp!" In spite of the blows, Reb 
Moshe Arye managed to wash his 
hands and begin to say Vidui- his final 
confession. If this were his time to die, 
he at least wanted to confess with clean 
hands before leaving the world. 

Erev Yorn Kippur he risked his life to 
search the camp for a pit of water he had 
heard about. Finally he found a pit that 
reeked from animal skins that had 
been soaked in it. This was the closest 
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thing he had to a mikveh, and he need
ed to purify himself for the coming day. 

Post-War Repairs 

A
fter the liberation, Reb Moshe 
Arye returned to Satmar and 
undertook to restore Jewish life. 

As mentioned, he convened a special beis 
din to deal with all the stranded women 
whose husbands' whereabouts were 
unknown, and thus had an instrumen
tal role in establishing many new fam
ilies out of the ruins of the Holocaust. 

At every opportunity, he gave 
strength and support to the Jewish souls 
that had emerged broken from the ter
rible ordeal. Although he could listen to 
the misfortunes of others with total 
attention and sympathy, he not only 
made no mention of the loss of his wife 
and eight children, he never so much as 

breathed a sigh over them, so as not to 
burden others with his own distress. 

In spite of all his efforts to reestab
lish the Jewish community of Satmar, 
within a few years it became clear that 
there was no future for Torah Judaism 
under Rumanian Communism, and 
nearly everyone left for either Eretz Yis
roel or America. Thus in 1951 Rabbi 
Moshe Arye settled in Yerushalayim, 
where was immediately accepted as Rav 
of the Satmar community and Rosh 
Yeshiva of the newly established Yeshi
va, a position he retained for the 
remaining forty years of his life. 
Throughout that time, he was a beloved 
father to each and every student; their 
problems and their simchos were his, as 
were their children's in later years. 

In 1969 he was appointed a dayan on 
the Beis Din of the Eida Hachareidis, in 
1979 he was given the title Rav Av Beis 
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(718) 377-5050 

Din (RaBaD), and in 1989 he became 
the Ga VaD ( Gaon Av Beis Din) - the 
Rav of the Eida. 

AGADOL ... 

0 
nee a fierce argument broke out 
among a group of talmidei 
chachamim in Reh Moshe 

Arye's hotel room, and the whole time 
he sat passively as if the discussion was 
out of his depth. Only after they left did 
he remark offhandedly, "The question 
that one was asking is asked by the 
Maharsha on this Daf of that Mesech
ta, and answered on that page of the 
work of this Acharon:' When asked why 
he had kept quiet, he answered, "I don't 
have to get involved in things that don't 
concern me." 

Even before Reh Moshe Arye was 
appointed as a dayan on the Beis Din 
that he later headed, he achieved a rep
utation an astute arbitrator in monetary 
disputes. He had a talent for devising 
compromises which thoroughly 
resolved all conflicts and left the parties 
involved feeling that they had been treat
ed with complete fairness. 

... AMONG THE GEDO LIM 

F
rom their first meeting, the Chazon 
Ish recognized Reh Moshe Arye's 
greatness in Torah and always 

enjoyed discussing Torah with him. 
Once during a discussion of the halachos 
of mikvaos, the Chazon Jsh expressed 
strong reservations about the position of 
the Sanzer Rav on a particular question, 
and Reh Moshe Arye responded with a 
highly intricate justification of the Sanz-
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er Rails opinion.At the end of that visit, 
the Chazon !sh gave Reb Moshe Arye the 
rare honor of a personal escort to the 
street, remarking to his followers, "This 
is an adam gado/:' When he once tried 
to buy a sefer from the Chazon !sh, the 
latter refused to accept payment, saying, 
"You don't have to pay anything. This 
book was written with people like you in 
mind, and I'll benefit more than you from 
your reading it." 

During that period, he became one 
of the most sought-after poskirn in 
Jerusalem, and even the Brisker Rav used 
to send his followers to Reb Moshe Arye 
for rulings on every-day halacha. Each 
and every Jew, from whatever group and 
of whatever persuasion, was received 
with the same warmth, the same care 
and concern. 

As related above, he became dose with 
the Klausenberger Rebbe under the hos
tile conditions of a Nazi work camp, and 
they remained friendly for many years 
afterwards. He was also on exceedingly 
warm terms with the Gerer Rebbe, Rabbi 
Yisroel Alter (the Beis Yisroe[), and his 
brother and eventual successor, Rabbi 
Pinchos Menachem Alter n~u? t:l.ITT:>1. 

Reb Moshe Arye was particularly 
close to the previous Belzer Rebbe, the 
tzaddik Rabbi Aharon Rokeach, ?"~!, 
who said of him, "He tips the scales of 
the world to the side of merit:' The Belz
er Rebbe instructed his family to direct 
all their personal halachic questions to 
Reb Moshe Arye, and it is said that they 
continued to do so throughout Reb 
Moshe Arye's life, in spite of divergences 
which later arose on political issues. 

A JEW WHO LOVED AND CARED 

E
veryone who knew Reb Moshe 
Arye agreed that his greatness in 
Torah and Avoda was matched by 

his war1nth as a person and his love and 
concern for every Jew with whom he 
came into contact. Each and every one 
of his students received as much atten
tion from Reb Moshe Arye as if he were 
an only son. To give one example 
among many: 

As mentioned, he never spoke or 
showed any traces of emotion regard-
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ing the wife and eight children he lost 
in the war except on their common 
Yahrzeit, the second of Sivan. On that 
day he would fast and light nine large 
memorial candles, and then speak of his 
family with unrestrained tears flowing 
down his face. He talked especially about 
his first-born, an eighteen-year-old boy 
who had shown brilliant promise. Sev
eral times, however, on just that day he 
was asked to host in his home an 
engagement celebration for a student or 
someone else (with whom he might 
have had very little connection). On 
those occasions, in spite of his fast and 
the candles burning brightly in front of 
him, he showed every bit as mucb joy 
as if he were celebrating the simcha of 
one of his own children. 

One time a student asked him to offi
ciate at his wedding, but there was one 
catch. Apologetically the student 
explained that the wedding was to be held 
on a settlement known as a stronghold 
of a group with whom Reb Moshe Arye 
had sharp political differences. While the 
student very much wanted to have the 
honor of Reb Moshe Arye's presence, he 
could understand that it might put the 
Rav in an uncomfortable position. 

"What?" R' Moshe Arye laughed. 
"That's my group too!'" He not only 
made the trip of several hours in each 
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direction, he stayed for the meal and 
danced vigorously, in spite of his 
advanced age. 

Indeed, although he took strong 
stands on many issues, he never let them 
interfere with his appreciation of each 
and every Jew as a human being. A few 
years ago, a fierce controversy broke out 
over certain policies of a particular yeshi
va in Jerusalem, and Reb Moshe Arye was 
one of the yeshiva's strongest opponents. 
Nonetheless, whenever the yeshiva's 
administrators needed his advice on 
matters unrelated to the controversy, they 
knew not only that they could count on 
the full benefit of his great astuteness, but 
also that he would receive them with 
warmth and friendship. 

Every year on the first night of Rosh 
Hashana, hundreds of people in the 
Geula-Me'ah She'arim area would line 
up to receive Reb MosheArye's blessing 
for a good year. One year, a Kolle/ stu
dent asked the Rav for a special bless
ing for one of his sons who had partic
ular problems, expecting to receive a few 
additional kind words in reply. To Reb 
Moshe Arye, however, a boy with such 
problems was not to be dismissed light
ly, and he held up the whole line for sev
eral minutes while he placed his hands 
on the boy's head and prayed fervently 
for Divine help. 
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One senior worker in the Vaad 
HaKashrus of the Eida Hachareidis 
reports that for thirty years on the day 
of Selichos that Yud Gimm el Middos are 
recited, he would go to Reb Moshe 
Arye's home to accompany the Rav on 
a circuit of all the slaughterhouses in 
Jerusalem to inspect the shochtim's 
knives (a centuries-old custom that Reb 
Moshe Arye refused to relinquish to sub
ordinates). Each year on that day, Reb 
Moshe Arye would fast and say all of 
Sefer Tehillim. This continued until the 
last year of his life. 

One year the worker arrived early and 
walked into the Rav's office unan
nounced, finding Reb Moshe Arye busy 
making his own "gezunte lichf' (the can
dle customarily lit in shul on the night of 
Yorn Kippur), his face bright red and tears 
streaming from his eyes. Once the Rav 
sensed the presence of an outsider, he 
immediately recovered his composure, as 
if nothing had happened, but the work
er had an overwhelming sense of having 
witnessed a scene from centuries earlier. 

An attendant once hung a picture of 
him on the wall of his house, and when 
he saw it, he remarked, "Who put this 
picture of my grandfather up, and 
where did they ever find it?" It had been 
years since he had looked into a mirror 
or at a picture of himself; the thought 
never crossed his mind that the picture 
might have been of himself. 
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A LIFE OF HOLINESS 

0 
ne of the attendants once left 
Reb Moshe Arye's house late at 
night, when the Rav was stand

ing on a ladder looking into a sefer he 
had taken from a high shelf. A few hours 
later he returned to escort the Rav to tbe 
mikveh, and found him in the exact 
position on the ladder looking in the 
same sefer. 

Reb Moshe Arye testified that from 
the time he came of age he never slept 
on "Leil Shisht' (Thursday night) and 
spent the entire night learning. In his 
years as Rosh Yeshiva, Thursday night 
was devoted to testing the bachurim, a 
process that usually lasted nearly until 
Shacharis. 

One time he and a group of students 
took a trip to the graves of tzaddikim in 
Europe, and at one stop the only mikveh 
available was unheated, and nearly 
frozen in the cold of winter. His 
entourage did not consider it worth 
enduring the piercing cold, until Reb 
Moshe Arye, many years their senior, 
immersed himself, seemingly unaware 
of the cold. They no longer had any 
excuse and, a bit sheepishly, immersed 
themselves as well. 

Every morning he followed the 
advice of the classic Chassidic sefer Maor 
VaShamesh to learn as much Torah as 
possible before davening - Gemora, 

illttrninorirnJ n~n1lw11k1ru o-; (('<'I! u<> h1m1ilh·s 
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Mishnayos, Zahar-with the intention 
of preparing himself to say the Shema 
with proper concentration and awe. He 
would get up early (if he had slept at all) 
and learn intensely for several hours 
before davening, totally oblivious to the 
rest of the world. 

He fasted frequently (according to 
some accounts every Monday and 
Thrusday ), as well as during the weeks 
of Shovavim and Asseres Yemei Teshuva). 
On days when he did not fast, he ate 
minimally. Similarly, his sleep patterns 
were far from self-indulgent. 

At the same time, he went to great 
lengths to hide his ways oflife from oth
ers. He once hosted a session of the Beis 
Din in his home at which the customary 
refreshments were served. One of his col
leagues, noticing that Reb Moshe Arye 
was not touching any of the food, spec
ulated that he was fasting for some rea
son. To test his hypothesis, the guest made 
a point of offering something to tbe Rav, 
commenting, "If the Rav is fasting, per
haps the rest of us should do so as well:' 
Reb Moshe Arye was momentarily taken 
aback, and finally with a sheepish smile 
tasted a bit of the food. However seri
ous his intention to fast may have been, 
his desire to avoid calling attention to his 
practices was even greater. 

It is said in the name of the Vilna 
Gaon that stubbornness is a precondi
tion for success (ha'akshan yatzliach), 
and there was no one more stubborn 
than Reb Moshe Arye in his insistence 
on observing not only the minutest 
detail of every halacha, but also every 
custom he had inherited from his 
fathers. Thus, up until his very last day 
on earth, when he was fighting for his 
life in the intensive care unit, he insist
ed on standing to say "Ayzehu Meko
man," the chapter of Mishnayos that 
concludes the Korbanos service said 
before Shacharis. 

One Friday when he had nearly com
pleted reading the weekly Parsha, 
Shnayim Mikreh v'echad Targum, he 
received a surprise visit from Rabbi Yis
roel Moshe Dushinski (now Rav of the 
Eida Hachareidis). Reb Moshe Arye 
interrupted his reading and gave full 
attention to his honored guest. When 
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they concluded their business, Reb 
Moshe Arye returned and started read
ing the parsha over again, from the begin
ning. Even though he had had only a few 
verses left, it would not occur to him to 
violate the She/ah HaKadosh's dictum to 
read the entire parsha from beginning 
to end without interruption. Nor would 
he have slighted his distinguished visi
tor by making him wait the short time 
it would have taken to finish the last few 
verses. Far better to spend the extra time 
to repeat nearly the entire parsha. 

A WONDER WORKER 
OF THE OLD SCHOOL 

I
t was known throughout Jerusalem 
that his prayers usually brought 
immediate, and often miraculous, 

results. The page in his Siddurwith the 
beracha "Shema Koleinu," where he 
kept the many kvitlach people gave him, 
was always wet fro1n his tears. 

One young man whose wife had had 
severe difficulties in several previous 
deliveries came to Reb Moshe Arye for 
a blessing. After the man made his 
request, one of the attendants said, 
"What are you asking for, for her to give 
birth ten minutes after she enters the 
delivery room?" At that point Reb Moshe 
Arye interjected, "No, it won't take even 
ten minutes." Afterwards the man came 
back to report that he had timed his wife's 
delivery at seven minutes. 

Someone once sent a request for Reb 
Moshe Arye to pray for a family mem
ber who the doctors said needed an 
emergency abdominal operation, but the 
patient would not consent to the oper
ation without the Rav's blessing. Said 
Reb Moshe Arye, "Do not operate! In 
fact, they won't need to operate, the cri
sis will pass and he'll get all better with
out an operation." And so it happened. 

A non-religious ophthalmologist 
relates a story about a boy she was treat
ing who suffered from an eye condition 
that nonnally required serious surgery 
followed by extensive treatments. Before 
the operation, the boy's father went to 
Reb Moshe Arye for a blessing, and the 
Rav gave a warm blessing and predict
ed that the operation \vould be so sue-
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cessful that the boy 
would not need any of 
the treatments. 

After the operation, 
when the doctor 
removed the bandages 
to assess the results, she 
was totally astounded. 
"Such a thing can't have 
happened,'' she said. 
"Only a miracle could 
have accomplished this, 
only the hand of G-d,'' 
In the end the boy did not require any 
further treatment at all and left the hos
pital perfectly healthy. 

In preparation for Pesach one year, 
Reb Moshe Arye visited a factory that 
produced large quantities of oil. He 
became involved in discussions over the 
technicalities of kashering an enormous 
tank for Pesach production: The facto
ry representatives claimed that it was out 
of the question to move the tank from 
its place to kashertbe outside with blow
torches, and the kashrus supervisors 
were inclined to con1promise and kash
er only the inside. However, in spite of 
the fact that there had never been any 
chometz in the tank but only kitniyus, 
Reb Moshe Arye insisted that a way be 
found to kasher the tank inside and out. 

Reb Moshe Arye broke the impasse 
by suggesting that if they were to look 
in a certain place, they would find a 
screw, which was the only thing hold
ing the tank in place. The factory man
ager shrugged his shoulders and said 
he'd never heard of such a thing, and he 
was certain that the tank had never been 
moved since it was installed. When the 
chief engineer was called in, he amazed 
everyone by confirming that there was 
indeed such a screw and that it would 
be feasible to do exactly as the Rav sug
gested. Such was the special siyata 
d'Shamaya the Rav had in all his 
endeavors. 

THE LAST DAYS 

T
he last Friday night of his life, Reb 
Moshe Arye suddenly started 
hemorrhaging heavily in his 

throat as he was saying Kiddush, and had 

to be rushed to the hospital for an emer
gency operation. Before they took him 
into the operating room, he asked that 
a cup of wine be brought and Kiddush 
made for him so that he could have the 
merit of that mitzva. 

The day before he passed away, he 
began to recite Kriyas Shema, repeat
ing it over and over again, hundreds of 
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times over the last thirty hours of his 
life. Each time he came to Hashem's 
Name he paused to prepare himself to 
say the Name with proper concentra
tion. On the last morning of his life, he 
got out of bed and put on tefillin to 
daven for the last time. After davening 
he recited the whole of Sefer Tehillim 
twice, crying intensely. 

CONCLUSION 

W
hat are we to learn from all 
these stories, from the life of 
this great man who lived 

among us and yet managed to escape 
recognition? (Even people who knew 
him well say they had no idea of the 
greatness which is now being revealed.) 
Obviously he went to great efforts to 
hide his true self, and even complained 
after he was appointed Av Beis Din that 
now that he had attendants taking care 
of him and catering to his every need, 
it would be that much harder for him 
to live as he wanted to. 

The point is, however, that he was not 
the only person in our time to succeed 
in hiding his greatness - there are still 
many others living among us, using all 
their brilliance to hide their true natures 
even from those closest to them. 

The Chofetz Chaim writes that it is 
not surprising that we might fail to rec
ognize the greatness of such a lofty and 
exquisite creation as a Jewish soul, 
enclothed as it is in the coarseness of 
a human body. Obviously, not every
one can be a Rabbi Moshe Arye Freund, 
an Av Beis Din and gadol hador. 
Hashem does not expect that of those 
who are not capable of it. What He does 
expect, however, is for each of us to be 
at least what he is capable of being -
a Yanke!, a Dovid, a Moishie or who
ever - and He even gives us people like 
Reb Moshe Arye to help bring out the 
hidden greatness in each person. Let us, 
then, try to recognize these people 
while they are still with us and to gain 
from their presence among us, in spite 
of their efforts to elude recognition. 
After all, they were placed in our 
midst for our benefit. • 
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To the Editor: 
I read with great interest the article in 

the September '97 issue of The Jewish 
Observer, written by Rabbi A. Cohen, 
about the many problems with batei din 
in America. Rabbi Cohen paints a very 
bleak picture of the situation. But what 
is his conclusion - that we shouldn't use 
batei din but should rather settle our dif
ferences in the American courts? 

Please advise! 

RABBI COHEN RESPONDS: 

A.L. KLEIN 
Brooklyn, NY , 

To the question of whether Jews 
should settle their disputes in secular 
courts, the answer is unequivocally -
NO!! It is clearly forbidden by the 
Torah and codified by the Shulchan 
Aruch that a Jew cannot take another Jew 
to judgment in the non-Jewish courts 
without having first tried to get justice 
in a beis din. Only if the other party refus
es to appear before the beis din or to lis
ten to their p'sak, may he get permission 
from the beis din to go to secular courts. 

In my article, it was not my intention 
to denigrate the many competent, 
knowledgeable, and hard-working batei 
din of integrity in America. My point 
was that there are others that do not 
function as they should and the result 
is verging on a Chillul Hashem. Evi
dently, I struck a raw nerve, inasmuch 
as I have been getting calls from all over 
the country from people who want to 

· tell me about their horrific experiences 
with a beis din. That's my whole point 
- this should not be happening. 

However, the picture is not entirely 

bleak. It may not be automatic (as it 
should be), but with effort one can find 
a way to solve a dispute consistent with 
Torah guidelines. Any person who is 
sincerely interested in getting justice can 
find a reputable Rav in his communi
ty who can advise him. The Rav can 
help him find an honest and efficient 
beis din, or help him find three rab
banim who are willing to listen to the 
case, or even to find one talmid 
chacham before whom both parties can 
present their pleas. 

The problem, as I mentioned in my 
article, is not that there are no worthy 
batei din, but that there are too many 
individuals who abuse the system, 
whether they be scrupulous "pleaders;' 
fearful dayanim or cynical litigants. The 
purpose of my article was not to point 
the finger at the batei din but rather to 
urge leaders of the Jewish community, 
in every community, to regulate and 
control the batei din. Major harm is 
being done by entrepreneurs in the Jew
ish judicial system, who are deflecting 
it from its lofty mandate. Equally prob
lematic are batei din that are not care
ful and thorough in arriving at their 
decisions, or who are fearful of issuing 
decisions that will be unpopular with 
the well connected. 

We look to the rabbanim and roshei 
yeshiva to insist upon the rectitude of the 
beis din process and not allow unwor
thy, unwilling, or unprepared batei din 
to function within the community. 
This is not an indictment of the Jewish 
community - rather it is a plea for 
action in an area that has been sorely 
neglected. 

RABBI AVROHOM COHEN 
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Rabbi David Weinberger 

Orthodox Continuity is Not 
Threatened by Intermarriage. 

IT'S THREATENED BY NON-MARRIAGE. 

S
ome fifty years after the Holocaust, 
Orthodox life is flourishing. The 
Orthodox birthrate is growing, new 

day schools and yeshivas are opening, 
and communities of Torah are expand
ing in unprecedented ways. In contrast 
to the grim demographic outlook of the 
secular Jewish community, the Ortho
dox future looks promising. 

And yet, we cannot indulge in unre
strained triumphalism. For despite the 
hundreds of thriving shuls, yeshivas and 
mosdos of Torah, we have yet to address 
what is perhaps one of the age's most 
painful threats to Orthodox continuity: 
the escalating number of frum singles. 
No, our children are not intermarrying 
at the disastrous rate of one out of three, 
but many of our children are not get
ting married at all. 

VVhile there are no formal statistics, 
each of us can) in our way, attest to this 
predicament. We all know one, two, or 
perhaps ten, twelve beautiful, talented, 
caring and warm men and women with 
hopes and dreams of building a fami
ly. They are our neighbors, our friends, 
even our relatives. 

\Vhile numerous articles in these 
pages have sought to address the criti
cal problem of frum singles, most of the 
articles tend to focus on the singles 

Rabbi Weinberger serves as Rav of Congregation 
Slrnaray Tefilah of Lawrence, LL He studied many 
years in Yeshiva Chofetz Chaim, maintaing a close 
relationship with the Rosh Yeshiva, Rabbi Henoch 
Leibowitz, N .. \7t7v. A popular lecturer and sem
inary teacher, Rabbi \"leinberger is author of 
numerous sefarirn, notably Shema Beni, on the 
halachos of child rearing. 
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themselves, avoiding a crucial if over
looked aspect of shidduchim: commu
nal responsibility. We are a people who 
are fiercely cognizant of our communal 
obligations. In Jewish communities 
around the world, there is rarely a lack 
of free loan agencies, charitable funds, 
agencies for visiting the sick and the 
elderly, for clothing the poor and feed
ing the hungry. 

To be sure, there are agencies that 
deal solely with helping people get mar
ried and there are numerous caring and 
loving individuals who are dedicated to 
this cause as well. But while there are 
significant members of our society 
devoted to the arduous, time-consum
ing task of setting people up, where are 
the rest of us? Each of us must engage 
in honest soul searching and self-eval
uation and ask ourselves whether or not 
we are involved - on any level - in 
assisting the single community. 

It is difficult. 
We tend to forget the singles we 

know. We express, sometimes in 
unabashed shock - "Is so and so still 
single? Wow. I would never have 
thought ... :' We live extraordinarily busy 
lives. We get absorbed in the 9-5 exis
tence. We tend to walk with attache case 
in hand, our heads down, our pace 
quickened. But we must reme1nber 
that while we are busy working, keep
ing a home, and raising our Torah fam
ilies, singles are retreating more and 
more into the societal periphery. 

The point of this article is not to 
point fingers or place accusations. We 
are all innocent, and yet, we are all guilty. 
The point is simply to get more 

involved. We do not have the luxury of 
succumbing to indifference. We must all 
take responsible, positive steps to mend 
this painful sociological failing. In a 
community where marriage is a religious 
duty rather than a personal preference, 
and where men and women legitimately 
meet via community members, it is 
incumbent upon each individual to be 
actively involved in shidduchim. In the 
post-Holocaust era where each Jewish 
life has become ever more precious, we 
must do our utmost to ensure that our 
young people are finding their zivugim, 
building Torah homes and erecting the 
future generations of Kial Yisroel. 

What can individuals do? 
On • Shabbos Patshas · Chaye ·Sara, 

November 22, 22 Ches/Jvan,hundreds 
of partitipating rab.bis In shuts around 
the globe - in the \,Jnlted Stati!s, 
lsrael,South Afrlca, England, andAusc 
tralia ,,-wlli raise community aware
ness about shidduchim in an unp)'ece• 
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dented J11anner: by ericoul'l1giJlg 
th<ilr congregarits to .detlic::ate 
themgj!lves ... to t,-Y t~ in*e a 
shicldach a YE)al'. lnitlated by. cofl• 
cetned .·Individual~, tl)e Shid?uch A 
Year Catnpaign, aj)r(>gram ...... · which 
i~ endon;~<;I byle~?inr; ge~lim. •••. ·• 'i'(iU 
challen~e .. meinbetsof i:heVf?rldwide 
Orthodox tommunity ·.--;- men, 
vromen;rabbis, teachers, comm.uni7 
ty leaders, . mothers, /dends, an~ 
neighbors -- .to ta~e an active, 
dyl'l31nic tole in this mOfl'lent of n¢ed. 
G'd asks .that we make the effort. The 
rest is;.ofcoutse; up to Him. 

Pl"acti<:al Tips 
·· for·(;etting 

Involved 
; . . 

•.Get.to Knl)Wthe $inglesin 
YourNeighborho(>? 

•• .Invite. singles for Shabbos: 
• .. · ExpandYotlrSc:>cialBase-irt 

shuf1 at ~ shiur, at a simch.a. Make an 
effort to meet . the unattached, 

(There is a story one rav who alw:!ys · 
carried a black book witll him 
vrhere ever he went tokeep ~ecoril 
of the new single peo!>le hewoulq 
meet, Indeed, he made m.111\erous 
successful ·matches.) 

• .... etwof'k 
• talk to other people abollt 

the .single people you know, 
• Set up organized meetings 

where people brainstorm. (In nllmer· 
ous communities, groups ofpl!(>ple 
meet to. network. about the singles .. 
theyl<noW.) 

• Oon'tAssuine 
i .•• That those you have lost 

touch with are all married: Think 
through your high schoolor tamp 
list of friends and find outwho .is still 
single. 

•_- -_That npc)pular" _-or-"well .. c_Of'.l;.; · 
t\ected" people are being set up and 
don't need your assistance.Th~)' do. 
And you can make the difference; 

A c.entral database• is. being ere· 
ated,. under ~he guidance. of. Rabbi 
,Shmuel Fuerst, t:)a,yan ·· ?f Agudath 
lsrael?fUlin(>iS,to pr?vide access for 
shadchanim and singles to anonymous 
data about singles. w~r\dwide. The 
dataf)a~e.which wtll be.update~·.reg· 
ularly,will.t.ap.int(>·.inform.ation.from 
various o~nizatioris.To lear? more 
please.yisit''vfflw.sheMayisrael,com". 

lnvei Hag<ifen' is a • project of 
N'~MiAg~dath Israel, in conjunction 
with Ag11dath lsra.el of America, 
fun9:i011lng µnder th~ guidan.ce .of 
leading Torah auth?rities; dedi.cated 
tohelping())lr sin~ popullltion reai:h 
that most important. step in life. 

For.more information; for a Can· 
tlidateApplicatio11Form•to schedule 
an int;ervlew, (>r to help l:>tf1er .singles, 
call, write or FA)< lnveiHagefen at 

.. 6619 I 3tl) Avenue/erooklyn,. NY 
112 IW telephone: (718) 256,7525, 
FAX: (71!!) 256-7578. 

In r¢s~~n~to numerous inquiries, we are pleased to announce 
··to 1:h,e Olam HaTorahthe availability of the following: 
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V'YESH 0MRIM ... AND THERE ARE THOSE THAT SAY Chaim Kuperwasser 

Is There Really a Crisis in the 
Kollel Community? 

I 
was deeply impressed with the sym
posium on "Priorities For the Years 
Ahead" (Summer '97), and I was 

delighted to see Nathan Lewin includ
ed among other prominent "thinkers 
and writers)) whose views were featured. 
In fact, in two of the three areas he dis
cussed - "Be Receptive)) and "Be 
Admirable" - he was right on target. 
On the first of the three, however, where 
he tells us how to "Be Practical" in regard 
to the growing Kolle] population, I 
found him out of his league. The 
experts on this aspect of Jewish life are 
our Roshei Yeshiva. After all, they are 
bearers of the legacy of the towering 
Gedolei Yisroel who brought our high 
level of Yiddishkeit aud Torah scholar
ship to these shores before, during, and 
in the wake of Ch urban Europe. 

When Mr. Lewin compares the state 
of affairs today, when in his view we have 
"too little derech ereti' - referring to 
wordly pursuits - with the situation of 
75 years ago, when we had "too little 
Torah;' he surely does not mean to pro
pose that our current efforts be reassigned 
from Torah to derech eretz. The proud 
grandson of the Reisher Rav surely 
appreciates the flourishing of Torah in 
our times, and would not want it dimin
ished in the least; obviously, he would like 
to see an increase in our derech eretz so 
as to secure Torah's continued growth. 

Now for some specifics. As the author 
describes the current generation, our 
young men are "turn [ing] overwhelm
ingly ... to Torah study. But honest toil, 
professional accon1plishment and, most 
important of all, the practical necessity 
of feeding families has been jettisoned 
in the process." His guidebook to prac
ticality calls for pursuing" ... the role of 
Zevulun, rather than Yissachar. And 
many are more suited to the worlds of 

Chaim Kuperwasser, a native of Detroit, lives in Lake
wood, NJ. This is his first appearance in these pages. 
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business, law, medicine and academia 
than to a life of exclusive Torah study:' 

Before we ask our questions, a phrase 
in the above sentence seems to imply a 
probably unintended slight; in any 
case, the phrase is certainly inaccurate. 
When a Kolle! man devotes ten to twelve 
working hours a day to plumbing the 
depth of a sugya, or to determining a 
precise halacha on a complicated case, 
one would not characterize him as "jet
tisoning honest toil [or J professional 
accomplishment" in the process. Arna/a 
she/ Torah is certainly "honest toil," and 
not all paths to the professions run 
through the academic world. Serving as 
a poseik, marbitz Torah, or rav is certainly 
an honorable profession. 

Next are some questions. 

The first question: Which popula
tion are we dealing with? Is the 
author sounding the alarm and 

blowing whistles because there are per
haps 3,000 family men in America 
who are studying full-time in Kollel -
one for every 2,000 that perished in the 
Holocaust? Does .06% of American 
Jewry constitute a critical imbalance of 
top priority that cries out for correction? 

Along with the other members of my 
generation, I was taught to echo David 
Hamelech's plea, "One thing I ask: Let 
me sit in the house of Hashem all the 
days of my life" ( Tehillim 27,4) as a life
wish if not a real goal. Indeed, my gen
eration was imbued with the hope of 
responding to Rabbi Aharon Kotler's 
historic summons to join the ranks of 
Yissachar, if at all possible. The results 
have been the blossoming of a number 
of accomplished talmidei chachamim, 
inspiring rebbe'im, and poskim of stature 
(just as Mr. Lewin said we should nur
ture). But we were not screened for seeds 
of greatness in advance. Those who had 

it- or developed it - emerged, as time 
went on. There was no sure-fire way of 
predicting who would make it. 

Besides that, many of us Yissachars
in-the-making did become Zevuluns, 
but never gave up our attachment to 
Torah. In fact, our present generation 
can count in its ranks many, many fine 
lomdim who devote significant hours to 
further their learning - a wonderful 
phenomenon that never existed before 
on this continent. 

Moreover, I recall Rabbi Moshe Fein
stein calling time and again for all the rest 
of Kial Yisroel to perform their assign
ments as Zevulun with the full measure 
of generosity and responsibility; yet we 
don't see this happening. Is this most 
affluent society in the history of 
mankind too impoverished to foot the 
bill for several thousand Torah scholars? 
After all, this is what it takes to keep the 
world going (Torah along with Avoda 
and Chessed, as per Avos 1:2). Is any 
shortage of funds for supporting Torah 
and maintaining the world conceivable? 

In addition, our lay community is 
benefiting quite directly from the pro
liferation of Kollelim across the map. 
Toronto, Montreal, Boston, Detroit, 
Chicago, Atlanta, Los Angeles- would 
you believe South Bend, Indiana? - have 
been transformed into vibrant Torah 
communities by virtue of the active pres
ence of these Kolle! fellows- as chavru
sos, lecturers, out-reach activists, and the 
paradigm shachein tov. Burden to neither 
community nor family, these men are 
worth their weight in gold. 

Perhaps the major crisis the author 
hopes to alleviate is the support of the 
few minyanim of men amongst the 5 
million American Jews who are striving 
to "spend [their J life in Beis Mid rash at 
community or family expense." It is 
amazing to me that one might find the 
root of this ('problem" in the impracti-
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cal perspective of Kolle! fellows, rather 
than in the short·sightedness of the 
community at large. We surely have the 
resources to support such a small group 
of fully committed Yissachars. 

The Venue For Happiness and Fulfillment 

B
efore anyone prescribes "the 
worlds of ... business, law, medi· 
cine and academia') as the ideal 

route to "happier more fulfilling lives" 
for the short·funded Yissachars, I'd 
like them to join me in my home in 
Lakewood, to visit the various batei 
midrashim and homes where these 
families spend their time, and experience 
the beauty of a ru'ach Torah that per· 
meates the entire community. I'd invite 
them to come, sit and learn at one of the 
many night kollelim available for work· 
ing people, and feel the mutual love 
between the Yissachars and Zevuluns. 
While they're here, I'd have them speak 
to the young women of the communi· 
ty and hear them express their genuine 
pride for being able to help uphold the 
pillar of Torah by being mechazek their 
husbands. Yes, our daughters are more 
educated than our mothers were. That's 
why more and more of them want to 
start their married lives on a proper 
foundation and live the kollel life. As a 
businessman who has the good fortune 
of being able to bring up his family in 
this ru'ach haTorah, I must say, "Don't 
knock it until you've tried it!" 

As a matter of fact, I am proud to be 
iuvolved with a wonderful organization 
founded by Agudath Israel, P.M.E.S. 
(Professional Management and 
Employment Services), which has been 
very successful over the past few years 
in helping Kolle! fellows who are look· 
ing for a parnassa in their post· Kolle! 
years. We are also training our young 
men in various fields of business. It's not 
necessary to trade Torah for academia 
- there are enough choices and 
resources for Zevulun to pursue in less 
time-consuming careers that require 
fewer years of preparation, after he's 
lived productively as a Yissachar. 

One can live happily and with fulfilhnent 
in both worlds, on our own terms. • 
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APPROVES SELF·CRITICISM 

To the Editor: 
Your latest issue is probably the best 

that I have enjoyed in decades of out· 
standing publication. I congratulate 
you for your courage and refreshing can· 
dor in calling attention to faults in our 
community (even as you point out our 
successes). 

Perhaps continued mussar in matters 
of honesty, integrity and courtesy will 
encourage the small group of misguid· 
ed to find the way to fulfill" Yisroel, asher 
becha espa' er." 

ABRAHAM DICKER 

Brooklyn, NY 

THE SENATOR LAUDS DOUBLE ISSUE 

To the Editor: 
I write to add my words of appreci· 

ation for the magnificent double issue 
celebrating Agudath Israel of America's 
75th Anniversary. Both your thought· 
ful introspection and cogent vision of 
the future reflect the Divine promise of: 

for it is your wisdom and discern
ment in the eyes of the peoples, who 
shall declare 'surely a wise and dis
cerning people is this great nation.' 
I was particularly moved to read of 

the example of the unforgettable Rabbi 
Yaakov Kamenetzky whose wisdom 
and counsel I first came to appreciate at 
the 1981 Agudath Israel National Din· 
ner where he spoke to me of the clan· 
gers of misplaced Jewish activism with· 
out a firmly placed Torah compass. 

Your readers may want to know that 
a major Jewish publication recently 
asked me to prepare an essay on "Amer· 
ican Jewry's Next Century." I have 
taken the liberty of sharing your dou· 
ble issue with them suggesting the Tal· 
mud dicta "continue to delve and look 
deeply into it, for there can be no bet· 
ter portion." 

SENATOR DANIEL P. MOYNIHAN 

New York City 

ARE You MOVING? 
IS YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS PRINTED 
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computer processing numbers that are printed above your name on the address label. 
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i1::1W i1l'V? 

To my good.ftiends 
Rabbiand Mrs. Nissan Wolpin 

and 
Rabbi and Mrs. Baruch Borchardt 

~ 'm 11ro tl'~ro ~ '1!l'D~ n:l111'M i::iroYel ll~ 'il' 

)"n"ni1 "l7.l ?Jm:IN C''M 
?":llt lN1'1'N:lt.J i1r.>iN r.J"iiilr.J ):l · 

Best Wishes for a 
il:lW ilr.l'ntn il:l'l"l:J 

Mordechai and Rechi Friedman 
Shmuel B. & Simi Friedman 

Cheskel andMeita G. Heimlich 
Mordechai and Ruchi Semp 

Yosef Slwl.om & Esther Wertheimer 

Bette.r Hecdth Fitftess & Recreatian 
5302 New Utrecht Avenue 11111111' 

Brooklyn, NY 11219 
(718} 436- 4693 

Best wishes to aU my .fiiends, 
relatives and Klal Israel for 

a Happy, Healthy and 
Prosperous New Year. 

Dorothy.Liebman 

ir.imni t:in:in n:i1" nw? 
Best Wishes to all our friends and relatives for a 

Happy, Healthy and Prosperous New Year 

Mr. & Mrs. Chaim H. Leshkowitz 
Mr. & Mrs. Yossie Leshkowitz 

Mr. & Mrs. Berish Fuchs 
and 

Mr. & Mrs. Moshe Fuchs 

wish all of their friends.and relatives: 

'll:lmnl l:irl:Jl"I il:lW ilW? 
Best wishes to all our friends and 
relatives for a happy, healthy and 

prosperous New Year 

Phyllis and Chaim Shroot 

Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Mr. & Mrs. William W. Wealcatch 

wish all their friends & relatives 
a Ksiva Vachasima Tova 

ir.lmni i:in:>n n:ii" ill\!h 
Best Wishes to all our friends and relatives for a 

Happy, Healthy and Prosperous New Year 

Mr. & Mrs. Alan Jay Rosenberg & Family 
Kew Gardens, N. Y. 

ron:i nr.imrn n:i,n::i 

Mr. & Mrs. Yossi Stern 
and family 

n::in:i nr.i,:nn1 n::i'n::> 
Best Wishes for a year of 

joy, prosperity 
ilVl'l?l'l i17ll'U 

Mr. & Mrs. Israel 
Dembitzer 

wish Klal Yisroel a 
i1:ll1' i1r.J'l1Ml i1:l'~ Edison/Highlarui Park, New Jersey 

1r.innrn 'CTOl'l n::iro nw? 
:llt>7-rl~ 

l'll:l1 t:J'lw? l::ltl'l 
Levi & Davida Reisman 

TheJewish Observer, September 1996 

for all of Kial Yisroel 
Mr. &Mrs •. Willy Wiesner 

;i::m.:i i1r.l'rnn itlm:i l"C'tl 
::U'l!lln trTW' Tllt.Wmi't nw'::> 
~ ~t:b'O wv>r 
".t:/'n>::C~1JU1TI~ 

'1?1'3'11 ~"T?w ™r.l :tii1 

We wish all our 
friends a.nd relatives 

a Happy and Healthy New Year 

Mr. Morris Elchenthal 
Brooklyn, New York 
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M"l'\VTI 

- -
Ari's Judaica Treasures 

4514 New Utrecht Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11219 

wishes all their esteemed and 
loyal customers a 
n::nv n?JlJ'm1 n::t'ro 
Ari Sputz, proprietor 

1?Jnnrn 1::iron n:nv nlv? 
Best wishes to all our friends 

and relatives for a happy, healthy and 
prosperous New Year 

The Goldmark Group 
Mr. & Mrs. Nutti Goldbrenner 
Mr. & Mrs. Shiya Markowitz 

Wishing all our dear friends 
and relatives a Shana Tova, a year of 

health and happiness 

Mr. & Mrs. Louis Glueck 

To all our family 
and friends 

and to all of Klal Yisroel 

Mr. & Mrs. Yonah Blum.mifrucht 
Mr. & Mrs. Yisroel Blumenfrucht 

n:111' i'll:l'nm i1:l'n:> n:>'tl:l 
Yaakov llo.[fman 

We wish our family &friends 
and all of?mwi ??:! n::i.w nr.:i'nm n::i.'n:> 

Mr. & Mrs. Menachem M. 
and staff 

Tri-State Surgical 
409 Hoyt Street, Brooklyn, NY 11231 

rr.m' rn:r>nrn n:i>n:i 
! JT.l1:i1 1:11"1!1 nw 

Mr. & Mrs. Benjamin Katz 
&Family 

l'l:lW iltl'l'1rn l'l:l'l1:l n:iw nr.:i'l"lrn n:i'l1:l 
i1:111' nr.l'l"lrn i1:l'l1:l 

from Avi & Renee HeTSkoWitz 

Shayovich 
&Family 

i1:J1Vnlv7 

Mr. & Mrs. Norman 
Mr. &Mrs. Gitty, Chaya, Yttzchok and Rolse Freedman 

Yaakov & Bryna Bender 
David ll. TUrkel and family and Family 

Mr. & Mrs. Chaim 
Banker 

wish one and all a 
n:iw nr.:i'nm n:i'n:> 

The Shmuel Oelbaums 

wish friends 
and relatives 

nmnr.:11 n::i.11' nw 
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;ow i!O"nm itl'n:l 
~·1"'7v 1'1111!1 m'li'l' ., '1'1r.l ~., 
V"'ll:IV 1'1111!1 '7>:iV1 >rrnr.:i >r.:im1 
1'1111!1 ~ :i>? nvr.:i rnr.i 

1l:lmrn omn~ ilW'7 
To our relatives and friends 

Rabbi & Mrs. Labish 
Becker and Family 

Kew Gardens Hills, NY 

L'Shana Tovah to all 

Peter Benenfeld 

1l:ll1l'1n1 'l:ll'l:ln n::nP nw':> 
Miriam & Mendy Profesarske 

Sora, Yossie, Ari, 
Esti, Nissan, EUy & Rivky 

Staten Island, N. Y. 

Boston. MA 

?t-rnl' 'n':i> n::iw MW':> 
1'jl' '"l'"r'? "TtWr.l n:rtll 

'jl"1'll ~·) 1't!:l1"1 
:i1itml1~ 

ITT?'!. 1'i'I' . ,,n 
'l?nl'l!l lnl:J 

n:iw m>nrn n:i'l1:l 

Mr & Mrs. Lawrence S. 
Bootin & Family 

wish one & aU a hoppy & 
healthy. sweet new year 
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M"ll?.ll'1 
' ' 

To all our friends and clients: 

May prosperity and joy be a 
permanent.fixture in your home. 

Best wishes for a happy and 
healthy New Year. 

• " . ~ 
~ 

1554 Coney Island Avenue, 
Brooklyn, NY 11230 • (718)258-8228 

' 

To all our 
past, present & future clients, \'-1"1l:l)) 

Our best wishes to you for a 
n:tn::ir.:n n::i1,, i1ll?.' 

' 

' ' 

We thank YOU for choosing US as your# lBROKER · • · 

DEERA HOMES & LAND 
where honesty & integrity comejlrst! 

Mrs. Sarah Schwab 
Licensed Real Estate Broker 

(914) 425-7484 

to all of our. dear friends 
and relatives and to all of Klal Yisroel 

Avi and Zisi Fishof 
' 

Best Wishes to all our friends, relatives 
and clients for a Happy, Healthy 

and Prosperous New Year 

Mr. & Mrs. Yitzchok Oberlander 
Ml Ill• ... l111cQberlender&Co. RC. 

·~_,;.ifp Certified Public Accountants 

Alan and Lisa 

' 

Avrohom Yaakov, Rachel Bracha & Sarah R(fka 

Stern 
of Los Angeles, California 

Wish aU of their friends and family in 
Los Angeles, New York, London, 

Milwaukee and Israel 

ir.:irmrn i::imn.n::iw nw? 
A Happy and Healthy New Year 

, '\P"lN 7:J7 , r'lil i'17l'::l1 i'1i~i'1 'l:lN? 
i:w tlil ~::i u~-r~-m u~::irw 7-:J7 

?T'W'INY.l i'1l'IP1 i'1::111' ill:l~ntn n::i~m mi::i 
111n!:Wl:l1 1Nl:l~l "Pr.>~?N 

' 

' 

n::in:i nl:l'm n::i>ro 

to our family and 
to all of Kial Yisroel 

Leshana Tova Greetings, 1. ir.:irinni ~l"I n::ii-P nl\'-1? 
n~ n?iN:i rn\'-1 
::111' 7:>1 .i"l~ 

with good health and happiness. 

Akiva & Chava Last 
Alex & Sally Lebwohl 

and family 
Mr. & Mrs. Abish Brodt · 

and family 
' ' 

Mr. &. Mrs. Charles n::inniw? 1::iron n::i1P nw? n::i1P nr.i>:nrn n::i>ro 
Richter To aU our relatives andjHends to all our friends 

Eu.EN LEBOWICZ, CSW 
wish all a Mr.&Mrs. 

Mr. & Mrs. Michael _Working with Individuals & Families 

Joseph Sittner 
Jacobovits Children-Adolescents, Adults 

n::in:i nl:l'm l'l:l'l1:! 825 West 187th St, lB School-Related Problems, 

West Lawrence, NY. New York, NY 10033 Substance Abuse 
' 

' 

"l11::>1::i1 nw 'mn May the blessings of good With Best Wishes for a L'Shana Tova and Shalom 
health, peace, and happiness Happy, Healthy. and for Kial Ytsroel 

Mr. & Mrs. Leibish fiU your home Prosperous New Year 
Rapaport at this new year and always: Mr. & Mrs. Henry P. 

Dr. Leonard Unger Cohn and Family 
Brooklyn. New York Bassman Family and Family Baltimore, Mruyland 

-··---·--·-·--~---------·--·---·---·---------~~-----·----.. ------·----·-
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1r.:innrn on:>n n::i1" i1W? 
to 

1l:lnnrn 1::in::in n::i1" nw? 
Rabbi Moshe Sherer -and his distinguished staff to all relatives andfriendS 

to friends of Agudath Israel 

and to all ofKlal Yisroel Dr. & Mrs. Sheldon Zinn 

Mr. & Mrs. Yaakov Rieder 
Phoenix, Arizona 

and family 

n:iro rn:>mrn iO'n:J 

L'Shana Tova To all our relatives and.friends 
Moishe & kige Frlederwitzer of Staten Island and Har Nof 

to au our people Mechi & Duv Fendel &family ofS'derot 

Sara & Miriam Perez 
Pnina & l'ltzchok Wilk &family of Har Nof 

Menachem & Lea Friederwitzer &family of Har Nof 

=m:i 11'll? i:iw.:i 1l'l'l' rll'lnrn 

L'shana Tova n::iw nr.:i,nrn i1:l'n::> 
to all to all ow- relatives and friends 

Mrs. David Lenovitz & Moshe Rabbi & Mrs. Josef Loebenstein 
Dallas, Texas Vineland, New Jersey 

Wishing all of Klal Yisroel a 
Reisman Brothers Bakery happy and healthy New Year 

wishes a year of sweetness, joy and 
Mr. & Mrs. Stanley Treitel 

&Family 
prosperity to all of Klal Ytsroel 

Los Angeles, California 

Beged Yad LeYad Jerusalem Used Clothing Centers We wish all our friends, relatives, 
in coajunctton with Yad Eliezer andJews everywhere 

wishes its devotedfrieruis from coast-to-coast: 
California thru N. Y. and Canada thru Texas, and continent- n::iw nr.:i,nrn n::i,n::i 

to-continent: Australia, S. Africa. Europe 

A hearty Kesiva Vachasima Tova Mr. & Mrs. Max Berg 

We extend to all of Klal Yisroel n::iw nr.:i,nrn i1:l'n::> Best Wishes for a 

our sincerest wishes for a il:lW ill:l'nrn i1:l'n::> 
n::iw nl:l'nrn i1:l'n::> To all our clients, friends to our friends, relatives, 

and relatives andKlal Y'isroel 
Naftali and Shaine Hirsch Mr. & Mrs. N. Benjamin Perlman, Mr. & Mrs. Harry Fried 

and family C.P.A. &Son 
Los Angeles, Cal.if. 

l"llW i'IO'm i'O~ 

1l:lnnn11::in::>n n::iw i1W? i1:J.1t> i1~'flrn i1:J.~n:> Best wishes to all our clients for a happy, 

from 
healthy and prosperous new year 

ASB Insurance Brokerage 
Mr. &Mrs. Ephraim & Chaya Rochel Aaron S. Buchler 

Isaac Kirzner Nierenberg and Family Passaic. NJ 
201-779-3311. 212-244-0325 
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. . .. T1"lwr1 
~ . 

i··ei:::i 

Greetings from 
n:::i1,, nr.l~l'1Til n:::i~n::> 

THE WEISS-RYESKY FAMILY ' 
& A YEAR FULL OF SIMCHAS 

of East Northport, NY EUTE CATERERS 
THE KATZ FAMILY 

Kenneth H. Ryesky, Esq. 
Dr. Tamara E. Weiss 

Under the Exclusive Supervision of 
K'HALADATH JESHURUN 

Hayim Ryesky ' 
718-887-6600 516-871-6600 

. . 
. 

L'Shana Tova May we be "zoche" to ii'".J 

from the a year of peace wtd i'l::m' nr.imrn n::i~ro n::ironll!h 

Heigh Family, 
good health to our family andjHends Tracy & Larry 

Ctncinnati, OH 
Mrs. Belle Young (ie: '::>1'<11!1> '::>'::>:l ')'lNl) Loigrnan 

&Family Feivel & Helen Muller . . 
Joshua & Daniel 

... . 

RabbiDr. &Mrs. Yosef 
n::i1t:> nr.i~nrn n::i>ro L'shana Tovajrom 

Integrated Marketing 
Rosenshein & Family 225 West 34thStreet, Suite 1317 Mr. & Mrs. Gil m::i1v mv? 

wish all.of Israel New York, NY 10122 Wiedermann Maury Deutsch 
L'shana Tova Menachem Lubinsky, 

President Dallas, Texas 
. . 

. 

1:::in;:,n n:::i11' n2'1? 5758 · 50thAnniversary of 
tn::in,nll!h May you all be written and 

Mr. & Mrs. Reuben 
the State of Israel · Michael and Alison sealedfor a good year. 

May tt evolve into an Eretz nana, Dahli(l, 

Y. Rosen.berg Y'!Srael al pi Torat Yisrael! At>i & Bayla Sage The Weinbergs 

Passaic/Clifton, NJ of Dayton, .Ohio 
.. . .. 

i'1::11P nre? Shana Tova/ 
A Good Year 5758 Best wtshes for 

I 

Mr. and Mrs. The Schlessingers 
a Shana Tova 

Norman Parnass Avi & Devorah 
to all our .ftiends andfami!y 

. and·Family Dienstag & Family Norwich, CT. and and alt of K'lal Yisrael 

Providence, RI. Salel Family 
. . . . 

. i'1::11P i'1W? 7ITT1?1' 7:i'::>1 rb :m:m n:i1v nw'::> 
"L'Shana Tova" 

Michael Schiff 
from Akiva and Judy 

l1r.l'i!ll i:n';> n:nv niv'::> 
">:l:ll t:li1i:lN ):l 11liro" 

I Teaneck, NJ 
Hirth and Family nn• mN!ll1 niin 'T1r.1?n , .. , Mr. and Mrs. 

Passaic, New Jersey Menachem & Toby Simon Hexter 
Feldman &·Family 

. . . . 

Mr. and Mrs. Leshanah Tova 1n::i1" nw'::> 
Moshe Adler L'Shana Tova .. 

. 

T'kosevujrom · Best wishes to all our 
wish all our Friends Dr. Robert M. 

and Chaverim of A.1. a 
Mrs. Yetta Lenchitz 

ftiertds and Klal Y'!Sroel 

n:i1v nr.1>rm1 n::im:i · 
.. Knepper and Family 

Brooklyn, NY 
Sholom and 
Leah.Mark 

.. 

. . 

--·-··· > -- -- ·--· - "~-·"····-·- ·~·"- ' -·-·-
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)r.lntin) ):m:>n n:n" nli?h 

Best wishes 
to all our friends and relatives 

for a happy, healthy and 
prosperous New Year 

~) ~ 7:>:i WT'~ 7:>7 
n:i)V nr.J'nM) i1l'n:> 

tvv'ti~ ?v 11!lt71U1:l tvm ~7 
tft7T'!Nr.l 

Avrohom Schonberger 
and Family 

Greetings from 
Jewish Community Council of 

Greater Coney Island, Inc. 

Our very best wishes for a 
Shana Tova to 

3001 West 37th Street, Brooklyn, 
New York 11224-1479 • 718-449-5000 

Providing Supportive Services to the Frail Elderly. 
Vocationally Disadvantaged Poor, Refugees and 

Rabbi and Rebbetzin 
Nisson Wolpin 

Educationally At-Risk Youth of New York City 

and the staff of The Jewish Observer 

Arnold and Rita Weiss 
Isaac Bacon, Ph.D. 

President 
Rabbi Moshe Wiener 

Executive Director 
410 Main Street • Buffalo, NY 14202 

Moshe M. Friedman, P.E. 

Architectural Engineering 
(718) 382-1702 
(914) 356-3999 

To All of Our 
Family, Friends, and Kial Yisroel 

1r.lnnrn 1:::i:ron i1::tW i1l'.!h 

Avrohom & Hindy 
Augenbraun 

Best wishes to all our friends 
and relatives for a Happy, Healthy 

and Prosperous New Year 

Moishe Katz 
Lawrence, L.I. 

Mazel Tov to 
Sidney and Ellen Gevirtz 
on their Special Birthdays 

Their Family 

i1::tWiJW7 

Dr. Michael and Etta 
Korenman and Family 

Fort Worth, Texas 

n:n" i1r.J'lm'I il:J'Tl:l 
to all our relatives, 

friends, and 'mw> "7:> 
Rabbi and Mrs. Yosef Moshe 

Rand and Family 
Toronto, Canada 

Rabbi & Rebbitzen Wolpin 

May Hashem grant you the good 
health to continue your good deeds 

Dr. & Mrs. Lawrence Slater 

. ';~ ?:h l1:111' i"lr.l'nT'11 l'l:l>n:i 

Ci"l'I!) rnr.nvr.:i ?:i:i 
Osher & Ruth Lehmann 

Flatbush, New York 

• 

L'shana Tova 

Hugh Hoffman 

?Jnnn1 ::tn::in i1::tW i1l'lh 

Alejandra, Michael & 
Tova Abramson 

. 

"L'Shana Tova" 
Yehoshua Rosebery 

We would like to wish 
all of Kial Yisroel a L' shana 

Tova U'mesuka 
Peretz Chaim & Zahava 

Levin & Family 
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